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GLOBAL INDUSTRY SURVEY

 DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, FOR  
CONSUMERS, VISIBILITY OF  

ROAMING SPEND IS:

 WHICH PLATFORM(S) SHOULD OPERATORS USE TO MAKE THESE  
CAPABILITIES AVAILABLE TO OTTS AND OTHER PARTNERS?

  WHICH BUSINESS MODEL DO YOU THINK IS BEST FOR OPERATORS 
PARTNERING WITH OTTS AND OTHER PLAYERS IN THE DIGITAL  

ECOSYSTEM?

Wholesale Retail Revenue share with OTT

24.6% 25.6% 50.1%

16.2% 17.7% 66.1%

Only through industry-wide 
initiatives such as the GSMA's 

OneAPI Exchange?

Only through their own B2B  
collaboration platform, enabling 

partners to create mash-up 
services?

Both

More important 
than amount 

spent?

As important 
as amount 

spent?

Less important 
than amount 

spent?

14.6%

60.9%

24.5%

RESPONDENTS HAVE A TOTAL OF  

EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY

FOR WHICH ROAMING SERVICES (NOT WITHIN THE EU) WILL  
OPERATORS BE ABLE TO CHARGE A PREMIUM OVER THE NEXT  

FIVE YEARS?

FROM YOUR PERSPECTIVE AS A USER WHAT IS THE MOST  
READILY AVAILABLE SOURCE OF WIFI ACCESS OUTSIDE OF THE 

HOME OR OFFICE IN YOUR MARKET?

49.8% 27.4% 11.5% 5.9% 5.4%
Amenity 

(café, shop, mall, stadium etc)
Mobile 

operator
Fixed 

operator
Specialist 

wifi provider
Open 

residential 
access 
points

2014

RESPONDENTS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.5%

12.2%

10.8%

16.9%

21.9%

21.6%

11.2%

How likely is it that operators 
in your market will use shared 

spectrum (licensed shared 
access/authorised shared 
access/white space, etc) 

for some of their capacity in
the next five years?

(1 – 7, where 1 is highly unlikely 
and 7 is highly likely)

MORE THAN ONE FIFTH  
OF OPERATORS EXPECT 
TO INTRODUCE A BIG 
DATA INITIATIVE IN 2014

Guaranteed QoS for LTE data

Tiered throughput for LTE data

Application-specific data

SMS

MMS

Legacy voice services

61%

38.6%

45.9%

13.3%

9.3%

19.3%
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Editorial

Analysis
Heavyweight Vodafone Carrier Services makes a 
big investment in IPX capabilities and threatens the 
existence of smaller IPX providers. AT&T proposes 
to go ahead with the two sided business model long 
talked about and start charging content producers 
for traffic delivery. O2 closes its mobile wallet 
initiative and Lenovo’s acquisition of Motorola from 
Google looks beneficial all round. 

INTERVIEWS

Hannes Ametsreiter, Telekom Austria
The CEO of Telekom Austria talks to MCI about how 
regulation is damaging the industry. 

Mallik Tatipamula, F5 Networks
The industry is working hard to define what it wants 
to achieve with Network Functions Virtualization. 
But the journey in this process of transformation 
needs as much careful planning as the destination. 

David Williams, Avanti
The CEO and co-founder of Avanti talks to MCI about 
the economics of satellite as a cellular backhaul 
solution and enabler for rapid network expansion. 

INDUSTRY SURVEY 2014

Operating issues
The key competitive challenges facing mobile 
operators in 2014.

Big challenges for Big Data
We set out to learn how operators intend to harness 
the power of Big Data to boost their revenues and 
capabilities. 

Partnering for success
The benefits of operator partnerships with OTT 
players as well as the obstacles that must be 
overcome. 

Wifi: The smart approach
We look at how operators can best exploit wifi and 
the challenges they might face.

LTE sans frontiers
LTE roaming is key to progress but price premiums 
for the service are not guaranteed.

BSS: Into the cloud
The BSS portfolio becomes ever more important 
to success as operators look to win and retain 
customers through innovation in key areas like 
customer experience.

Inside job
We asked respondents about the performance and 
coverage capabilities of LTE when indoors.

THE INFORMER

The Final Cut
Facebook turns ten and throws an oversharing 
party. 

LTE World Summit
23-25 June 2014
Amsterdam RAI, Netherlands
www.lteconference.com/world

Cable Congress
12-14 March 2014
RAI, Amsterdam
www.cablecongress.com
 
TV Connect
18-20 March 2014
Olympia, London
www.tvconnectevent.com
 

Bluetooth World
8-9 April 2014
San Jose McEnery Convention Center, 
USA
www.bluetoothworldevent.com
 
Critical Communications World
27-29 May 2014
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand
www.criticalcommunicationsworld.com

Now in its 10th successive year 
and taking place on June 23-25 
in Amsterdam, the show will be 
bringing together over 3,500+ 
attendees, 150+ exhibitors and 
300+ speakers.  This year’s also 
show features a host of special 
forums focusing on the hottest 

topics, including signalling, antenna 
evolution and 5G!   LTE World 
Summit 2014 – Your one chance to 
meet all the movers & shakers from 
within the global LTE community 
in this one dedicated LTE forum... 
Don’t get left behind in this key 
year for LTE! 

| Global Events 2014

The world's leading 4G event - is BACK FOR 2014  
and set to be our biggest and best yet!  

Keeping cloud service providers and 
IT professionals up to date with the 
latest technical advancements and 
market trends, addressing key  
business and technology issues 
facing the cloud industry and 
enterprises.

The leading provider 
of cloud news and 
analysis, in-depth  
features, interviews 
and reports.

www.businesscloudnews.com
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Landscape Survey

If you wanted to communicate with someone 
who wasn’t face to face with you 30,000 
years ago, in the late Stone Age, your best 

bet was probably cave painting. In human 
terms, at least, 30,000 years is an awfully long 
time—so the fact that respondents to the sec-
ond annual Telecoms.com Intelligence Global 
Industry Survey have, between them, 29,767 
years’ of experience in the industry is striking. 

That’s a lot of expertise; the average length 
of industry service among our respondents 
was 14 years.  

With close on 2,100 responses, among which 
were almost 800 operator respondents repre-
senting more than 300 individual opcos, this 
year’s survey, which was completed in Decem-
ber and January, drew an even greater level of 
response from the industry than last year’s. 

Surprises are what one tends to look for when 
examining the results of surveys such as this 
and there were several that stood out. Take regu-
lation: in our CEO interview on page 12, Telekom 
Austria’s Hannes Ametsreiter characterises 
regulation as the greatest challenge faced by 
operators in Europe. But the survey revealed a 
more even-handed assessment of the work of 
Neelie Kroes than we might have anticipated. 

Almost one third of operators even expressed 
their belief that there should be increased 
regulation around the provision of indoor 
cellular coverage. 

Nonetheless, regulatory pressure on pricing 
was clearly identifi ed by operator respond-
ents as the biggest challenge facing mobile 
network operators over the next fi ve years, 
followed by competitive pressure from OTTs 

and spectrum availability. The industry as a 
whole saw operators’ principal challenge as 
the OTT threat, however. 

There remains a huge amount of enthusiasm 
for OTT/operator partnerships but the survey 
highlighted a number of challenges to their 
successful establishment. Business model, lack 
of commitment, lack of understanding and IT 
complexity must all be addressed, the survey 
suggested, if operators and OTTs are to strike 
deals that yield truly mutual benefi ts. 

The survey was wide-ranging in scope. We 
asked the industry about operators’ big data 
strategies, the evolution of LTE roaming, 
ongoing migration of BSS solutions into the 
cloud, operators use of wifi  and multiplay 
strategies, among other issues. The benefi ts 
and challenges associated with each of these 
areas of operator focus emerged clearly, with 
customer retention and experience among the 
dominant concerns throughout. 

I hope you’ll fi nd much of interest in the 
results from the survey. Over the coming 
weeks there will be a number of webinars on 
Telecoms.com that explore the results in more 
depth, so keep an eye out for the schedule. And, 
as always, please contact us should you have 
anything to add to the discussion. 
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With extensive LTE deployments underway 
around the world and several networks 
reaching maturity, the attentions of the carrier 

community are turning towards international roaming 
either through direct peering agreements or though 
specialist hubs. 

January was a month of feverish activity in the peering 
sector, with several companies boasting of their latest deals. 
Belgacom’s carrier services division BICS got the ball rolling 
with the announcement that its IPX supported LTE roaming 
with 70 operators across 44 countries, including the first 
LTE roaming call between Europe and Asia via Swisscom and 
SK Telecom, Korea. 

It was followed by Telecom Italia’s services arm, TI 
Sparkle, which teamed up with iBasis, a subsidiary of Dutch 
operator group KPN, to extend an existing interconnect 
agreement so that operator customers can add IPX-enabled 
solutions to their propositions, such as LTE roaming.

Aicent joined in towards the end of the month, 

announcing the successful rollout of LTE roaming 
connectivity with ANTEL, Uruguay’s largest telecom provider 
and the first commercial LTE operator in Latin America. By 
connecting to Aicent’s LTE roaming exchange, ANTEL gained 
access to a network of over 55 global mobile operators 
supporting LTE.

But there is intense competition in the IPX space, and 
Vodafone Carrier Services has made clear its intention to 
shake up the market this year, with a view to taking third 
party providers out of the picture, according to the division’s 
CEO Brian Fitzpatrick.

The unit, created just over nine months ago in the wake 
of the 2012 acquisition of Cable & Wireless Worldwide, is 
currently investing heavily in MPLS and by the end of the 
year will have what it claims is the world’s largest physical 
MPLS infrastructure.

The firm is also investing in solutions that will run on this 
infrastructure and Fitzpatrick told MCI that Vodafone will 
also have possibly the largest IPX infrastructure in the world 
when work is complete.

With operators playing at this scale, he said, “the industry 
doesn’t need third party IPX.” Along with those mentioned 
above, providers of such services include Sybase 365, 
Syniverse, TNS, xConnect and a number of others and 

Vodafone puts IPX players in crosshairs
Vodafone is investing heavily in LTE peering infrastructure and has 
expressed its intention to muscle smaller IPX players out of the 
market. 

Fitzpatrick makes no bones about the fact that Vodafone’s 
world view does not have space for them.

“What we’re doing, pointing the industry towards an 
IPX access, is quite threatening to third party aggregators, 
because for the first time their business model is in 
question,” Fitzpatrick told MCI. “The industry doesn’t need 
third party IPX but it does need to connect to Vodafone 
because we have 20 per cent of the world’s handsets. And 
while everyone wants to come to us we’re just giving them a 
better door to come through.”

Fitzpatrick maintains that, when it comes to 
interconnection, every additional link in the chain affects 
the quality of the service. As a result, taking third party 
interface layers out of the picture will improve the service 
for the carrier and the end users. It also means Vodafone 
can sell additional services direct.

“We’re eliminating quite a few of these third parties 
that are only in the food chain because there wasn’t an 
alternative at the time,” he said. “There are companies out 
there claiming that they are interconnected to Vodafone for 
LTE roaming but they’re not directly. But the guy plugging 
into them doesn’t know that.

“IPX infrastructures enable 4G signalling and all 
the mobile operators want to interface with us on 
that level. Now they can do that via Vodafone Carrier 
Services. So one of our strategies is to eliminate the 
third parties, these aggregators, because there’s no 
need for them any more in our mind,” he said. “If you’re 
a mobile operator, wherever you are, you can just take 
an IPX interface straight to us so you’re interconnected 
with the Vodafone network for LTE and I can sell 
you ten other products on top of that with no extra 
interconnection needed.”

But John Wick, senior VP and general manager for Mobile 
Transaction Services at Syniverse, said that third party 
IPX providers have substantial portfolios of customers 
that value an offering that is independent of a large, 
international competitor.

“While a handful of global operator groups have the 
strategy and resources to build their own IPX network, 
hundreds of other mobile service providers—both large 
and small—have shown their preference to trust truly 
independent IPX providers with global reach like Syniverse. 
The many benefits of a neutral third-party IPX include 
professional services, network monitoring and value-added 
services available to mobile service providers without 
having to build new infrastructure.”

This sentiment was echoed by Neil Kitcher, managing 
director of carrier wholesale specialist RTX. Kitcher said that 
while “IPX will be very key to us moving forward as we look 
to introduce new products,” his company would not aim 
to create a global IPX network as that would just replicate 
existing offerings from operators, like Vodafone, that have 
the scale. “Instead we would just partner with the relevant 
parties,” he said. 

“Vodafone are in a strong position, but they need to 
have done their homework as the third party providers will 
retaliate in some way and they will have a whole suite of 
other products and reasons to go to them,” he said. n

There is intense competition in the IPX  
space, and Vodafone Carrier Services has 

made clear its intention to shake up the 
market with a view to taking third party 

providers out of the picture.
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US carrier AT&T announced plans to introduce 
what is often seen as the Holy Grail of the 
operator two-sided business model in 

January, proposing to have content providers pay data 
carriage fees on behalf of consumers. 

The Sponsored Data scheme, due to be introduced 
later this year, would allow third party content providers 
to subsidise the cost of transmitting the content they 
provide to customers on AT&T’s HSPA+ and LTE networks. 
Essentially, the sponsoring company will be billed for the 
data charges incurred by consumers browsing selected 
content and that data usage will not come out of the end 
user’s monthly data bucket. 

AT&T envisions production companies offering to pay 
for traffic to supply movie trailers, promote games, private 
practitioners to provide healthcare support to patients, or 
for retailers to support the browsing of mobile shopping 
sites. On an enterprise-specific level, companies with a 
“bring your own device” policy could also sign up to the 
initiative to cover the cost for employees using business 
related services on their devices, the operator said.

This is a model operators have talked about for a long 
time and, while some have dismissed it as unworkable, 
AT&T is breaking ground with its decision to proceed. But 
it remains a thorny topic, especially in the USA where net 
neutrality is seen as an almost sacred principle. 

Although many consumers would benefit from content 
providers footing the bill for certain types of browsing, 
the fear in some quarters is that the web could become 
dominated by those content providers that can afford to pay. 
As a result, innovation and smaller companies might suffer. 

This is a view held by at least some individuals within 
the US regulatory environment and Anna Eshoo, a ranking 
member of the US Communications and Technology 
Subcommittee, was quick to voice an objection. Eshoo 
warned AT&T away from “the business of picking winners 
and losers on the internet.” The operator’s plans threaten 
the open internet, competition and consumer choice, she 
said. “It’s exactly why net neutrality rules came to exist in 
the first place and why these rules should apply equally to 
all forms of broadband internet service.”

The clear targets for such a model are the likes of 
YouTube and Netflix—organisations that already enjoy high 
popularity and therefore a high share of traffic. But in 
what is perhaps a canny PR move by AT&T, the three initial 
partners working on its Sponsored Data program are not 

Two sides to every story
In January AT&T proposed to do what operators have long 
discussed: charge content providers for traffic delivery. 

big names at all. Aquto is an advertising platform; Kony 
Solutions is a third party app developer for businesses; and 
UnitedHealth Group is a health care and education company. 

Net neutrality is a particularly sensitive issue in the US at 
the moment. A mid-January ruling by the US Court of Appeals 
effectively nullified several key provisions proposed by 
regulator the FCC preventing service providers from blocking 
lawful content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices, 
as well as lawful websites and applications that compete 
with their own services. The result has been outcry from 
concerned parties about the “death of net neutrality” and 
the now typical warnings that just a handful of very rich, very 
powerful companies will gain control of the internet.

For the record, US carrier Verizon, which brought the 
case against the FCC, said that the ruling would not impact 
its users. “Today’s decision will not change consumers’ 
ability to access and use the internet as they do now. 
The court’s decision will allow more room for innovation, 
and consumers will have more choices to determine for 
themselves how they access and experience the internet.”

But this might not be the case for all operators. AT&T 
more recently revealed a patent filing for a technology 
designed to prevent its customers from consuming “an 
excessive amount of channel bandwidth”.

The filing describes a system whereby a customer is 
provided an initial number of credits that can be used to 
consume certain types of data not covered by their bundled 
allowance. As they consume data everything they download 
is verified to determine if it is “permissible” or “non-
permissible” according to their package. Non-permissible 
data could include file-sharing and movie downloads if the 
user’s subscription plan does not permit such activity.

In the event of a consumer using all their credits for 
non-permissible data, they would be required to buy more 
credits or be subject to sanctions such as the blocking of 
certain traffic types—or simply be compelled to maintain 
“preferred consumption” habits.

AT&T’s subsidised data approach is a controversial model 
and there are several large question marks over its commercial 
viability. For a start there’s no guarantee the big content 
companies would buckle to the operators’ demands for a 
subsidy (which is the alternative explanation for AT&T’s choice 
of launch partner) and consumers would still demand access to 
that traffic anyway. Meanwhile there will always be a disruptive 
operator that trades on the marketing message that ‘anything 
goes’ on its network, in a bid to capture market share. 

Moreover, the US authorities might not be completely 
toothless despite the aforementioned blow to the FCC. 
Concerns have been raised by organisations like the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), which allege that all 
this net neutrality wrangling is just a Trojan Horse designed 
to ultimately give the FCC greater regulatory powers. 

While the FCC might appear to have had its wings clipped 
in this instance, this is only true when dealing with service 
providers currently classified as “information services” 
instead of “communications services” (as telcos currently 
are). The authority has more clout when it comes to dealing 
with “common carriers” and could just reclassify telcos as 
“communications services” in order to achieve this aim. 

As a result, some believe the latest ruling means the FCC 
has actually won greater power. n

The Sponsored Data scheme, would allow 
third party content providers to subsidise 

the cost of transmitting the content they 
provide to customers on AT&T’s networks.
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StreetNode™ Self-Organizing 
Network
StreetNode™ is the first microwave 
backhaul radio to incorporate automatic 
antenna alignment, flexible PtP or PtMP link 
establishment and automated functions. 
SON technology is the heart of StreetNode™ 
solution providing automation across its entire 
life span. An overview of the SON Manager 
functionality is illustrated in Figure 1.

a. Accelerated Back-office Works
Initially, the SON Manager assists in the 
preparation of the deployment. After 
uploading the design study, the planned 
network is automatically generated and 
visualized, and all the preparatory work is 
instantly carried out:
• BoQ   assembly   and   preparation   of   the

implementation plan / guidelines.
• Preparation   of   configuration   parameter

files (firmware / radio / network / services).
• Setup of performance KPI reference values.

For a typical small-cell backhaul project, 
several days of back office engineering and 
project coordination work is completed in 
just few hours of automated processing. Most 
importantly, the SON Manager eliminates 
human mistakes and implementation 
delays.

b. Zero-touch Configuration
Following the physical installation and the 
automatic antenna alignment, the SON 
Manager performs automatic discovery 
and zero-touch configuration of the new 
equipment:
• Link connectivity quality test (i.e. measured 

vs. reference RSSI).
• Automatic   firmware   update   and   system

configuration.

The link check identifies any connectivity 
problems, and urgently alerts the NOC 
engineer to provide guidance to the 
installers.

c. Pre-launch Optimization
The SON Manager monitors the installation 
progress, and detects when all StreetNode™ 
units are interconnected and configured, to 
initiate the pre-launch optimization:
• Link connectivity fine-tuning (antenna auto

alignment is based on SINR).
• RF Plan Optimization.

Once the entire backhaul network is 
established, the algorithms can be applied 
end-to-end (e2e). For example, interference 
from all co-channel links is taken into account 
during the antenna orientation fine-tuning. 
Changing the orientation a few degrees can 
provide higher link quality / throughput.

d. E2E Service Provisioning
Concluding with an optimized radio network, 
the SON Manager proceeds to the provisioning 
of the individual small-cell services:
• Automatic e2e services configuration
• Investigation for bottlenecks, and automatic

e2e QoS and latency verification

SON Manager introduces a powerful e2e 
configuration scheme. Service flows are 
established by selecting the starting and 
ending points and by defining the QoS 
attributes. Across a complex multi-hop 
network, the SON Manager automatically 
configures all intermediate nodes to preserve 
the QoS of each individual service flow. The 
automatic cross-correlation of different 
service flows eliminates bottlenecks and 
achieves carrier-grade networking KPIs.

SON Automations During 
Operation
The SON Manager’s main task is to preserve 
the carrier-grade operation in a dynamic 
street-level environment. Link degradation 
may suddenly appear from placement of 
advertising banners or new interference 
sources. An impressive feature of the SON 
Manager is the simulation of complex 
propagation phenomena. Link performance 
could be correlated with publicly-available 
weather data to investigate the actual link 
availability and average throughput. In case 
of a low performance link, the source of 
degradation can clearly be defined. 

Another important task is the optimization 
of service flows according to the actual 
small-cell traffic patterns. The initial service 
creation is based on initial predictions, but 
actual traffic may be quite different or change 
with time. During idle network periods, the 
SON Manager performs detailed service self-
configuration, optimizing the capacity flows, 
QoS and latency.

Benefits of SON Automation
The StreetNode™ SON Manager accelerates 
the deployment by reducing the back-office 
and installation works (self-configuration), 
while eliminating the delays due to errors 
and unforeseen conditions. It minimizes the 
deployment costs by utilizing non-telecom 
installers, facilitating also large deployments. 
It minimizes the operating costs by reducing 
maintenance works, executing self-healing 
and self-optimization. The StreetNode™ 
SON Manager ultimately maintains optimum 
performance, with self-optimization.

Planning

Rollout

Operation

SON Preparation:
» Reference Values
» Pre-Provisioning Profiles
» Firmware Files
» Configuration Files

Planning

Project Planning:
» BoQ Assembly
» Equipment Pre-Provisioning
» Installation Plan & Guidelines

Maintenance:
» Link / Services Self-Healing

Expansion:
» Proactive Network Analysis

On-Going Optimization:
» Frequency Planning
» Capacity Planning
» Services / QoS Planning

Design Input:
» RF Planning
» Networking Profiles
» Service Profiles
» Inventory

StreetNode™
SON Manager

Installation Support:
» Real-Time Link Connectivity Monitoring
» Zero-Touch Configuration / Assisted Field Configuration
» Urgent Support & Guidance
» (Back-office) Pre-Launch Advanced Testing & Optimization

Advertorial

StreetNode™ is the first small-cell backhaul solution offering Self-Organizing Network (SON) 
automation. SON accelerates the deployment and maintains carrier-grade performance in a dynamic 
street-level environment. Furthermore, it automates the design, commissioning and optimization 
engineering processes, radically reducing the operating costs.

SON Automation in Small-Cell Backhaul

Figure 1: Overview of 
StreetNode™ SON 
Manager’s automations

Meet us at 
Mobile World Congress

(Barcelona, 24-27.02.2014)
stand 6I40 in Hall 6 

www.intracom-telecom.com
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UK operator O2, part of the Telefónica stable, 
told customers in January that its O2 wallet 
programme is to cease operation at the end 

of March this year, almost two years after it was launched. 
There was no official announcement and the operator 
would not disclose how many users the service had 
attracted. O2 claimed that its wallet product was a victim 
of the rapidly evolving mobile payments sector rather than 
shortcomings in the service itself. 

O2 said it will now focus on a partnership strategy for 
its UK mobile payment strategy. The firm announced a 
collaboration with sector specialist Monitise in July 2013 
and is a founder member of the Weve mobile marketing and 
commerce project alongside UK competitors Vodafone and 
EE. This project is now focused on digitised point of sale 
payments using existing cards and accounts, rather than on 
a mobile wallet offering of its own. 

Weve is looking to jointly develop the infrastructure 
behind the solution but the consumer facing part of the 
service and market presentation to the market will be down 
to the individual operator. The service is also aimed at 
banks or any other firm looking to launch a mobile payment 
service.

“Each of our shareholders have different businesses and 
different consumer facing strategies in terms of wallets and 
payments that are right for their own business and their 
customers, which Weve isn’t involved in,” the organisation said.

Eden Zoller, principal analyst at research firm Ovum’s 
telecom’s consumer practice, said that the withdrawal of 
the O2 wallet should not be seen as an indictment of the 
operator’s strategy. “We’ve seen over the past 18 months 
to two years that there seems to be a land grab, a never-
ending line of mobile wallet service launches,” she said. “A 
lot of them, frankly, are not fully formed and that can’t go 
on indefinitely.”

Given the relative immaturity of the sector, operators 
and payment providers have been taking a largely 
experimental approach to facilitating mobile payments 
and it has become clear that operators and banks struggle 
to work together, according to Zilvinas Bareisis, senior 
analyst at Celent.

“It has proven to be very difficult for banks and telcos 
to collaborate,” he said. “There are examples where it has 

O2 wallet folds
Telefónica’s UK arm O2 quietly withdrew its mobile wallet product 
in January, having been overtaken by market developments.

worked, such as ISIS in US and la Caixa with operators in 
Spain. But by and large it has proven to be difficult.”

Bareisis suggested that mobile operators’ designs on 
the sector overcomplicated an environment that was 
functioning relatively well. “Suddenly you have more 
parties involved than just the bank issuing the consumer 
card, and the merchant that accepts that card,” he said. 
“When you add a mobile operator and a trusted service 
manager (TSM) there are more parties to share that same 
revenue model and there are additional costs involved.”

While mobile banking and payment services have been 
met with success in some developing markets where 
traditional banking infrastructure and penetration are very 
limited, operators in mature markets are essentially trying 
to fix a solution that isn’t broken. Research from Ovum 
confirms the obvious, said Eden Zoller; consumers’ most 
trusted payment providers in mature markets are banks and 
card payment providers. 

Mobile wallet service providers in mature markets have 
not always convinced consumers about the value and 
convenience of mobile wallets. While some, like Turkcell, 
have succeeded, others have simply been unable to create 
compelling use cases, says Bareisis. “With the O2 model, 
consumers will have been asking: why would I have that, 
how do I benefit? You had to go through a very arduous 
process to register this prepay account and put some 
money on it—all to be able to buy things online that you 
could buy anyway. What are the benefits? That’s probably 
where it really fell down.”

But are the banks doing any better? The UK Payments 
Council had planned the introduction of its Mobile 
Payments Service, based on a database that matches 
bank account numbers to mobile phone numbers, in 
spring last year. The delay came despite commitments 
from financial institutions that represent 90 per cent of 
current accounts in the UK. 

When the service does launch, now expected to by 
sometime in the spring this year, it will be accompanied 
by a high level awareness campaign, according to MCI’s 
sister publication Banking Technology. And while UK bank 
Barclays broke rank and launched its own peer to peer 
mobile payment service Pingit, the UK banks are prioritising 
absolute ubiquity over time to market. With the much-
discussed face-off between banks and mobile operators 
having failed to materialise, it appears the banks have time 
on their side. 

O2 and parent Telefónica have shown themselves to be 
willing to experiment with new services and verticals and—
just as important—willing to recognise when it might be 
time to withdraw. Last year O2 cancelled two services in the 
e-health space, Help at Hand and Health at Home, just four 
months after the services were launched, saying uptake had 
been slower than expected.  

“Mobile commerce is an evolving space. Nobody can get 
all the answers right the first time around,” said Zilvinas 
Bareisis. “O2 has tried an approach and then decided that 
the world moved on and it hasn’t worked for them—which is 
fair enough. But the fact they tried is a positive thing.” n

Given the relative immaturity of the sector, 
operators and payment providers have been 

taking a largely experimental approach to 
facilitating mobile payments.
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Lenovo’s acquisition of Motorola Mobility from Google 
for $2.91bn looks like it could be a winning move 
for both firms. Devices were a peripheral business 

for Google, a firm that is diversifying—connected cars, 
wearables, robotics—at a rate of knots. And the Motorola 
handset business has been bleeding cash since the May 
2012 acquisition; for the past six quarters reporting 
operating losses totalled $1.455bn.

As Google CEO Larry Page explained at the late January 
announcement of the sale of the Motorola device deal to 
Chinese vendor Lenovo: “The smartphone market is super 
competitive, and to thrive it helps to be all-in when it comes 
to making mobile devices.”

Google overhauled the unit’s management team, 
replacing Sanjay Jha, who as CEO revived Motorola’s devices 
business and guided it through the Google acquisition, with 
Google veteran Dennis Woodside. Previously president 
of Google’s Americas division, Woodside had overseen 
integration planning for the acquisition. Google also 
recruited Apple’s former chief evangelist Guy Kawasaki to 
act as an advisor at Motorola Mobility. Kawasaki’s role at 
the firm was focused on product design, user interface, 
marketing and social media.

But in August 2012, the firm made an effort to streamline 
operations on the back of continual quarterly operating 
losses at Motorola Mobility, announcing plans to axe around 
4,000 staff. The figure represented 20 per cent of the 
handset business’s total headcount and two-thirds of the 
redundancies were made outside of the US.

In addition, Google shut down 94 facilities—which 
represented around a third of the handset firm’s 
worldwide offices.

Admitting defeat in Google’s attempt to nurture 
Motorola into formidable handset player, Page said that 
the device unit “will be better served by Lenovo—which has 
a rapidly growing smartphone business and is the largest, 
and fastest-growing, PC manufacturer in the world”.

The move will enable Google to devote energy to 
driving innovation across the Android ecosystem, he 
added.

In any case Google keeps its hands on what it originally 
wanted; not the handset business but the more than 
2,000 patents that Motorola Mobility had to its name. The 
intellectual property accounted for around $9.59bn of 
Google’s original outlay of $12.5bn.

“The deal with Lenovo confirms that Google’s main 

Win-win for Google and Lenovo
The Motorola handset unit had never looked comfortable under 
Google’s roof, so the move to Lenovo looks like a smart transition.

interest in buying Motorola was its patent and IP portfolio 
because the company will retain the “vast majority” of 
patents as part of the deal,” said Ian Fogg, director of 
mobile and telecoms and head of mobile at research 
firm IHS.  He added that Lenovo will have a license to 
all intellectual property and will gain over 2,000 patent 
assets.

Fogg added that by divesting itself of Motorola 
Mobility, Google can create a more simplified business 
environment.

“It removes the channel conflict with other Android 
smartphone makers because Google will no longer have 
its own competing smartphone hardware division. Like 
Apple, Nokia, and Palm before it, Google has failed to 
balance the competing business demands of distributing 
operating systems while also making hardware. Where those 
companies chose to downplay their OS licensing business in 
favour of their own hardware play, Google did the opposite 
and sacrificed Motorola.”

Lenovo, meanwhile is a fast-rising vendor. Perhaps its 
biggest strength, like other Chinese vendors before it, is 
its performance in its home market, where it claims to 
be the number two phone manufacturer.  The Chinese 
firm said it has been encouraged by Motorola’s ability 
to generate revenue; $4.7bn in the four quarters to 
September 30, 2013.

Another key benefit for Lenovo is Motorola Mobility’s 
relationships with retailers and operators in North 
America and Latin America, something which Lenovo lacks. 
While the Chinese vendor claims 11.8 per cent market 
share at home, and one per cent in Asia Pacific excluding 
Japan, it has only a 0.5 per cent market share in EMEA 
excluding Western Europe.

Motorola Mobility, according to Lenovo’s figures, has an 
eight per cent market share in Latin America and 3.5 per 
cent in North America—which is a start for Lenovo at least.

“Lenovo will gain a strong market presence in North 
America and Latin America, as well as a foothold in Western 
Europe, to complement its strong, fast-growing smartphone 
business in emerging markets around the world,” the firm 
said in a statement.

The deal does not mean that Google has turned its back 
on the hardware market altogether. It is still very much 
focused on its wearable technology project Google Glass 
as well as pushing its connected cars vision. The firm 
also acquired Nest Labs for $3.2bn in January 2014. The 
cloud-enabled thermostat and smoke detector startup 
was founded by iPod creator Tony Fadell, and its value 
has risen dramatically in the past year, on the back of 
deals with large energy companies in the US and Canada 
for its flagship product. In January 2013 a GigaOM report 
valued the thermostat maker at around $800m based on 
annual shipments of 40,000-50,000 units. The company is 
currently seeking $150m in extra funding.

Commenting on the Motorola divestment, Google CEO 
Page stressed that “this does not signal a larger shift for 
our other hardware efforts. The dynamics and maturity 
of the wearable and home markets, for example, are very 
different from that of the mobile industry. We’re excited by 
the opportunities to build amazing new products for users 
within these emerging ecosystems,” he said. n

Google keeps its hands on what it originally 
wanted; not the handset business but the 

more than 2,000 patents that Motorola 
Mobility had to its name.
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Austrian Empire
The CEO of Telekom Austria, Hannes Ametsreiter, talks to MCI about the importance of 
multiplay and consolidation, the need for Europe to regain a competitive advantage in the 
global telecommunications sector and why regulation is damaging the industry. 

Hannes Ametsreiter

When Telekom Austria reported 
a 50 per cent drop in third 
quarter profit last November, 

the firm blamed a customer shift to 
multiplay bundles, increased competi-
tion in its eight markets across Central 
and Eastern Europe, and regulatory 
intervention. For Hannes Ametsreiter, 
the firm’s CEO, the first of these is to 
be embraced as the future, the second 
accepted as a fact of life and the third 
opposed as the most significant threat 
with which the company, and the 
European sector as a whole, is faced.

Ametsreiter, at the risk of under-
statement, is not a fan of European 
Commission regulation. He says he 
wants to see Europe regain a leading 
role in the global sector, which is an 
aim he shares with European Com-
missioner Neelie Kroes, but he does 
not believe that current regulatory 
strategies will yield the desired result. 

“Regulation in Europe, over the last 
five years, has weakened the industry 
significantly,” he says. “There is a 
very simple measure of the impact of 
this regulation and that is EBITDA 
multiples. If the margins of European 
telcos were higher than the rest of 
the world then I would say that the 
regulation had done a good job. But 
at the moment the EBITDA multiples 
of European telecommunication com-
panies are the lowest in the world. I 
believe it will be a tough job to bring 
Europe back to the position we held 
ten years ago, when we were leading 
the world.” 

Of the eight markets in which 
Telekom Austria operates (see table), 
four—Belarus, Liechtenstein, Macedo-
nia and Serbia—are outside of the Eu-
ropean Union. Asked what differences 
he notes between the two subgroups, 
Ametsreiter says: “The ones outside 
are more profitable. It’s that simple”. 

He is not the first European ex-
ecutive to look west for inspiration. 
Light touch regulation in the US drove 
investment in infrastructure, he said, 
propelling the market to international 
leadership. “At the moment we in 

Europe are missing incentives for 
investment. We need those incentives 
and regulation should not focus so 
much on the consumer but should 
be more about industrial policy. 
It needs to be concerned with the 
future, and what infrastructure is 
necessary for Europe to be a leading 
industrialised region.”

Of course infrastructure invest-
ment in the US was led by op-
erators with massive scale and the 
high number of operators in Europe 
compared to the US or China, says 
Ametsreiter, is another issue that 
requires attention. His predictions in 
this regard, given that Carlos Slim’s 
America Movil holds a 27 per cent 
stake in Telekom Austria, are very 
interesting: 

“I believe we will see more con-

solidation in Europe, I believe inter-
national players from outside Europe 
will make acquisitions and I believe 
this means that the headquarters of 
some European operators might move 
outside of the region,” he says. 

Since Slim’s failed bid to take 
control of another European opera-
tor in which it holds a stake—Dutch 
incumbent KPN—speculation has been 
mounting that the Mexican billionaire 
will look to increase his holding in Tel-
ekom Austria. In January Slim upped 
his stake by 3.14 per cent and, in late 
January, Reuters cited sources close 
to Telekom Austria in a report that a 
much bigger deal is imminent. 

So is Ametsreiter speculating about 
the future of his own operation? “I am 
not talking about us, that is not the 
case,” he says. “I just see that there are 
many rumours in the industry that 
show there is a lot of interest from 
international investors in Europe.”

Scale and consolidation are not just 
about international investment, how-
ever. One of the trends in Europe in 2013 
was the growth of in-market consolida-
tion among different types of operator 
looking to develop multiple strands to 
their offerings. As an incumbent Tel-
ekom Austria has already bet on conver-
gence and multiplay, Ametsreiter says. 

“We were the first in the world to 
clearly declare that we believe con-
vergence is the future,” he says. “We 
believe convergence means all-IP and 
that is happening; we are using fixed 
and mobile technologies to generate 
better products for the customer. Some 
60 per cent of our customers are say-
ing they want everything from one 
provider so we believe it is necessary 
to be a full communication provider, 
offering mobile, broadband, TV and 
content. This is why we acquired the 
biggest cable operator in Croatia and 
two fiber companies in Bulgaria—this 
is the way forward.”

Others have speculated that, in 
today’s world, TV is the element that 
will work most effectively in a bun-
dled offering as a retention tool. But 
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Ametsreiter insists that the bundle 
itself, rather than any of its constitu-
ent parts, is what really make a service 
sticky. Churn among customers that 
have taken Telekom Austria’s bundles 
has fallen by 80 per cent he says. 
Financial performance might take a 
short term hit because of the discounts 
inherent in bundling but operators 
just need to sell more bundles to 
compensate, he says. 

“You need to work on your penetra-
tion of bundles,” he said. “This is the 
magic ingredient and the development 
we have seen is stunning. It gives 
us the opportunity to significantly 
increase average revenue per line or 
per user and it significantly reduces 
churn; it has a very positive effect on 
the business.”

Operators without such an offer will 
falter, he suggests. “Life will become 
more difficult for pure mobile players. 
You need to think about what your 
proposition for the future will be and 
if you don’t have any clear plan then 
I think you will miss out,” he says.

Nonetheless, it is essential for mul-
tiplay operators to keep their mobile 
offering in shape and, in Austria’s 
frequency auction last October, Tel-
ekom Austria secured a substantial 
spectrum holding for an equally sub-
stantial price. The firm acquired half 
of all spectrum made available; four 
blocks of 800MHz, three at 900MHz 
and seven at 1800MHz, giving it 2 x 
70MHz in total. It paid €1.03bn which, 
at the time, Ametsreiter described as 
“a bitter pill”. 

He maintains, however, that the haul 
represented good value for money. 
“Today we have one of the best fre-
quency situations in Europe,” he says, 
“and it also means that, for the next 
10 - 20 years we’ll have the best net-
work in Austria, and that is not a bad 
situation.” 

Not for Telekom Austria, certainly. 
But the auction was criticised in some 
quarters for favouring the incumbent 
over its competitors and threatening 
the kind of investment, because of 
the high price paid, that Ametsreiter 
deems so important. 

Bengt Norström of Swedish con-

sultancy Northstream described the 
result as an illustration of “the insan-
ity of auctions,” favouring the player 
with the strongest legacy business 
and greatest capacity for invest-
ment. Meanwhile Stefan Zehle, CEO of 
Coleago Consulting, which specialises 
in spectrum policy, said that demand 
for 1800MHz spectrum in Europe 
means that “governments can hold a 
gun to operators’ heads and demand 
almost any price.” Telekom Austria 
now holds 53.8 per cent of the sub-
1GHz spectrum in the market, despite 
having a market share of less than 40 
per cent, he said.

 “The design of the Austrian auction 
and the absence of effective caps on 
sub 1GHz spectrum holdings suggest 
that the Austrian government is not 
particularly concerned about the ef-
fects of spectrum concentration on 
competition.”

Nordström concurred, saying: “It’s 
important to make sure that the op-
erators are on a level playing field in 
terms of access to lower and higher 
bands. Nothing has been done to 
safeguard the continued existence of 
competition.”

T-Mobile Austria launched an ap-
peal after the auction and the CEO 
of Hutchison’s local operation 3, Jan 
Trionow, described it as “a disaster for 
the industry”. So how does Ametsreiter 
respond to suggestions that the auc-
tion was fundamentally unfair?

“We are not a competition agency 
but the auction was set up so that eve-
ryone had the chance to buy spectrum 
and the outcome was the outcome. 
And we now know that we have the 
best frequency situation and we can 
offer the best products on the market,” 
he says.  

How and when the operator uses 
that spectrum will be interesting 
to watch. Indeed, later in the dis-
cussion, Ametsreiter draws a direct 
correlation between cheap spectrum 
and infrastructure investment—and 
the firm’s latest acquisition certainly 
wasn’t cheap. 

He sidesteps the question of whether 
the industry should look to evolve 
beyond auctions, saying: “We are just 
an operator and this is a political dis-
cussion. We need political direction, 
whether or not it’s best to have cheap 
spectrum and a lot of investment in 
excellent infrastructure or whether it’s 
best to earn a lot of money for the local 
government. There are lots of discus-
sions and that shows that nobody’s 
happy with industrial policy in the EU.”

Telekom Austria is one to watch. 
Straddling the Eastern boundaries of 
the EU, an avowed multiplay specialist 
and with one of the world’s richest men 
already a significant stakeholder and 
keen to expand his European presence, 
Ametsreiter’s company could well find 
itself at the centre of some very inter-
esting developments in 2014. n

Market Operator Subscriptions
Austria Mobilkom Austria 5,738,400

Belarus Velcom 4,898,237

Bulgaria MobiTel 5,210,900

Croatia Vipnet 1,950,000

Liechtenstein Mobilkom Liechtenstein 6,400

Macedonia Vip 645,400

Serbia Vip Mobile 1,974,700

Slovenia Si.Mobil 672,700

Source: World Cellular Information Service Plus, Informa Telecoms & Media

Telekom Austria mobile footprint, Q3, 2013
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Enabling the agile operator
It’s been a year since we last spoke to Ericsson’s Jaco Fourie and in that year LTE, which had 
already been branded a “mainstream” technology, has gone from strength to strength with 
deployments almost doubling to 260 in 95 countries. 

Over the past 12 months, opera-
tors looking to monetise LTE 
have come to the realisation 

that they will need to differentiate 
their offerings to succeed, and focus 
has turned to improving the cus-
tomer experience and the interaction 
between the service provider and 
consumer. And yet at the same time 
they need to focus on efficiency and 
the bottom line—for not every new 
connection will yield the same fruits 
operators have been used to over the 
past ten years. They need to be fast, 
flexible and in control—and this is 
what Ericsson calls “enabling the 
agile operator”. 

One of the most interesting ini-
tiatives launched recently is US car-
rier AT&T’s Sponsored Data offering, 
which allows content providers to 
subsidise consumers’ access to their 
content over AT&T’s HSPA+ and LTE 
networks, without that data usage 
coming out of the user’s monthly 
wireless data plan.

“The purpose of ‘1-800 data’ is to 
enable someone who doesn’t have a 
standing broadband subscription to 
access a service or content and have 
that paid for by another entity,” says 
Jaco Fourie, Senior Expert, Business 
Support Systems in Business Unit 
Support Solutions at Ericsson. “This is 
for people who want access to certain 
services at a particular time only, so 
it really expands the addressable 
market,” he says. 

Fourie believes that this type of ap-
proach will be adopted quite widely 
by operators around the world, mainly 
because there is a substantial number 
of consumers in any given market who 
are just “wifi hoppers.” 

“Last summer I spent time asking 
young people if they had a mobile 
broadband subscription and very 
many of them didn’t. Instead they 
relied on wifi at home, at school 
and in places like cafes. This is 
when paid for data comes into 
play and monetises the user as the 
merchandise.”

While the evidence Fourie’s re-
search gathered is purely anecdotal, 
and while he argues operators are 
largely realistic in terms of their 
data pricing, he still believes that 
a large number of people lack suf-
ficient disposable income to pay 
for data consumption. It is these 
customers who have to be addressed 
by another model. 

Over the course of 2013, accord-
ing to research published recently 
by Strategy Analytics, global spend 
on traditional operator messaging 
services such as SMS and MMS 
declined for the first time, although 
the volume of messages actually 
remained flat. Operator messag-
ing revenues declined by four per 
cent during the year, with Strategy 
Analytics forecasting a 20 per cent 

decline by 2017. The impact will be 
particularly high in the US, where 
the firm predicts declines by 2017 of 
38 per cent for SMS and 28 per cent 
for MMS. 

The findings are just one illustra-
tion of the effect of OTT messaging 
applications on traditional telecoms 
services, which in turn is forcing 
operators to reassess their offerings. 
On one hand, carriers are looking at 
the possibility of cooperating with 
OTT service providers so the broad-
band consumption can be paid for 
by those who provide the services 
consumed; while on the other hand, 
as is the case with many operators 
in developed countries, they are 
bundling traditional services with 
broadband so what revenue is re-
ported from standalone SMS services 
will be lower. 

In developing countries, opera-
tors have also created broadband 
packages around applications, like 
instant messaging. Some operators 
are not selling broadband packages 
but are selling an ‘instant messag-
ing’ package instead and providing 
access as part of the service. 

“The customer will not pay for 
something that they do not value 
and there are often more broadband 
devices on an operator’s network than 
they have broadband subscriptions,” 
says Fourie. This suggests there is an 
untapped demographic of users with 
capable devices that have not yet been 
targeted with a product they are will-
ing to pay for. “

But operators are constantly im-
proving their OSS and BSS deploy-
ments in order to deliver new services. 
They have the freedom to build certain 
packages that may or may not need 
cooperation of a third party for an 
OTT service.” 

In Ericsson (and Fourie’s) home 
market of Sweden, for example, music 
service Spotify is available through 
Telia. In fact, the Swedish operator is 
the biggest reseller of Spotify globally, 
as well as being Spotify’s biggest cus-

Jaco Fourie
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tomer, giving consumers concessions 
on broadband access if they take a 
subscription with Spotify as part of 
the package. 

“That’s an active cooperation with 
an OTT provider,” says Fourie. “When 
Telia did this they closed down their 
own music offering because they knew 
it could not compete with Spotify. They 
became a reseller of the OTT service 
rather than attempting only to mon-
etise access to the service.

“When it comes to collaboration, 
the operator does not have to have a 
partnership in order to have these OTT 
services because the operator owns the 
connectivity and can choose to sell the 
connectivity as designated for instant 
messaging only if they so choose. They 
can then subdivide the internet access 
and potentially monetise it multiple 
times selling to the consumer who 
cannot afford to buy internet access 
or who does not want to pay to have 
that access all the time,” he says. 

While this approach caters to 
users who want to buy their access 
piecemeal, there are still plenty of 
consumers who rely on buckets of 
data—and there is no shortage of 
evidence that users will eagerly 
consume whatever capacity and 
bandwidth is made available to 
them. The result is that it’s entirely 
possible for users to consume a lot of 
data in a very small amount of time 
due to the speed and quality of the 
network. And while many operators 
are now providing their customers 
with the ability to monitor their 
consumption against their allow-
ance, Fourie suspects the ones that 
do not probably have to field a lot of 
calls to their call centre.

“There is a move towards self care 
(My Telia, My AT&T, My T-Mobile) 
in order to give the customer more 
information and be more transpar-
ent,” says Fourie. “The next phase is 
to start notifying the customer when 
they pass certain thresholds so they 
can start taking care of their own 
destiny. That trend will only continue 
and the number of operators asking 
us for help to create self care offerings 
is significant,” he adds. 

According to Fourie operators are 
now looking to align and improve the 
experience that customers have across 
a range of service channels. Users need 
to have the same resources irrespec-
tive of the channel they use. So if they 
call the call centre and ask how much 
data is left in their bucket, the answer 
should be the same as it is in the self 
care app, and the same information 
should be available in store. 

“The consumer needs to know 
what’s going on. Real unlimited of-
ferings are shrinking in number very 
quickly and operators are offering 
capped services. This protects against 
a net neutrality discussion because 
they state upfront what is included 
and what is excluded, like VoIP ser-
vices for example,” says Fourie. 

Central to the provision of more 
sophisticated and real time charg-
ing models and account information 
provision is the availability of inte-
grated policy and charging engines. 
Fourie says Ericsson is receiving 
many requests around such solu-
tions, which enable a lot of these 
types of innovation by enabling a 
certain QoS for specific services or 
applications and another for services 
that fall outside of the operator’s 
subscription. 

It’s this move towards integrated 
policy and charging that is enabling 
a bigger transformation for operators 
that want to climb the value chain, 
he says. “This is to do with how the 
operator is transforming from a net-
work and communications provider 
to a content creator,” he says. “For 
the operator the requirements are 
becoming increasingly sophisticated 
in terms of all the elements that need 
to come together to enable them. But 
for the consumer there is a continu-
ous push for simplicity because the 
consumer doesn’t want to have to 
decipher these extremely complex 
models,” Fourie says. 

The other driver is coming from 
consumers who want to be able to 
structure their own package accord-
ing to their individual needs. They 
also want to be freed from long term 
contracts and have the ability to 

change their package mid-contract 
as their personal needs change. There 
is a growing willingness among 
operators to afford their customers 
this level of flexibility. 

“Operators will continue to sub-
segment their customer base and will 
try and target segments with specific 
offers—and each of those offers have 
to be simple, understandable and 
relevant to the customer,” Fourie says. 
“But each of those offers requires 
that the stuff in the back end—the 
OSS and BSS—is integrated and is 
capable of fulfilling these services 
effectively online. 

“Customers want to order some-
thing and get it straight away. They 
don’t want an email an hour later or 
two days later saying ‘now you get to 
use the service’. We’re living in a ‘now’ 
society,” Fourie says.

Nonetheless, segmenting down to 
the individual for international op-
erators with a presence in multiple 
countries is a difficult and expensive 
task and is one reason why such carri-
ers are looking to leverage their scale 
by consolidating their various billing 
installations.

There is an increased drive in the 
operator community to reduce costs 
and one immediate way of doing that 
is cloud technology. But, as Fourie 
points out, if you have seven opera-
tions and deploy seven private clouds 
what have you really gained? “There 
is marginal increase of deploying all 
apps on cloud infrastructure as op-
posed to separate server infrastructure 
but you really only get real benefits 
once you can start pooling those 
resources,” he says. 

“We have a lot of customers asking 
for capabilities within this space. 
In nearly every operator the CIO is 
charged with reducing cost and some 
want a 30 or 50 per cent reduction in 
cost or a reduction in the number of 
applications on standalone servers 
and consolidation. But the bottom 
line is bringing down costs, increas-
ing efficiency and simplifying the 
architecture. We’re putting in stuff to 
make carriers more efficient and more 
agile,” he says. n
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Operating issues
Innovation in pricing  
and charging, the  
re-emergence of the 
multiplay offering, the key 
competitive challenges 
facing mobile operators 
and looming sector 
regultion in Europe were 
among the topics on 
which we questioned 
respondents in a bid to 
understand the issues 
facing operators in 2014. 

One of the dominant narratives 

in the European telecommu-

nications sector in 2014, the 

influence of which will also be 

felt beyond the continent, will 

be European Commissioner 

Neelie Kroes’ ongoing drive for 

greater regional harmonisation. 

Wider in scope than the populist 

assault on international roam-

ing charges that has won Kroes 

so much attention, but stopping 

short of introducing the super-

regulator that some had feared, 

the single telecoms market 

proposal is controversial. 

We asked respondents to the 

survey for their opinions on a 

number of statements related 

to Kroes’ proposals, some of 

which have been voiced by 

Kroes herself and some by 

her critics. Respondents were 

asked to rate the strength of 

their agreement or disagree-

ment on a scale of one to 

seven, where one represented 

‘strongly disagree’ and seven 

‘strongly agree’. 

Kroes has suggested that 

her reform package will create 

opportunities for both large, 

international operators and 

smaller, local or specialist 

players alike—but respondents 

were not convinced. Almost 

half disagreed that the pack-

age will benefit smaller players, 

with only 18.6 per cent rating 

their agreement as six or 

seven on the scale—which we 

shall describe as the strongest 

rating. Compare this with the 

response to the statement 

that the package will benefit 

larger operators: 38 per cent 

of respondents gave this the 

strongest agreement rating.

Indeed smaller players might 

find themselves the focus of 

renewed bids for consolida-

tion. More than 45 per cent of 

respondents gave the strongest 

agreement rating to the sugges-

tion that the package will drive 

more international consolida-

tion. A smaller but nonetheless 

significant proportion, 37.9 per 

cent, gave the same rating to 

the suggestion that more in-

market consolidation will follow 

in the wake of the package. 

In a speech delivered last 

year Kroes said that the pack-

age will create “a predictable 

investment environment and in-

centives to shift to sustainable 

business models.” Only 22.9 

per cent of respondents voiced 

strong agreement with this, 

with more than half remaining 

neutral or disagreeing. 

The results swayed in favour 

of the package, however, when 

it came to Kroes’ assertion that 

it will enable greater invest-

ment in new networks. 30.8 

per cent of respondents gave 

this a six or seven agreement 

rating. More than 35 per cent, 

meanwhile, were similarly con-

vinced by Kroes’ vision that her 

reforms will make the European 

telecoms sector more interna-

tionally competitive. 

There was less conviction 

that external investment in the 

European sector will increase, 

while operators’ objections 

to Kroes’ intervention over 

international roaming charges 

clearly persist. More than one 

quarter of respondents (and 30 

per cent of operator respon-

dents) felt strongly that short 

term investment is threatened 

by the reduction of roaming 

revenue streams. 

Related to this, and illustrat-

ing the challenge in devising 

a regulatory policy that both 

supports industry and protects 

consumers, 30.4 per cent of re-

spondents (and 34.6 per cent of 

operator respondents) strongly 

agreed that Kroes’ reforms will 

benefit the consumer but not 

the industry. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.5%

12.2%

10.8%

16.9%

21.9%

21.6%

11.2%

How likely is it that operators 
in your market will use shared 

spectrum (licensed shared 
access/authorised shared 
access/white space, etc) 

for some of their capacity in
the next five years?

(1 – 7, where 1 is highly unlikely 
and 7 is highly likely)
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This section of the survey by 

no means illustrated a lack of 

support for the work of Neelie 

Kroes; if anything the industry 

is more open to her plans than 

we might have expected. It is not 

surprising that operators should 

feel more strongly about certain 

of her campaigns, however, par-

ticularly those that seek to have 

a direct impact on revenues. 

Indeed when we asked 

respondents to rate a num-

ber of challenges that moblie 

operators are likely to face over 

the next five years there was 

a marked difference between 

overall responses and operator 

responses taken in isolation. 

The most serious challenge 

mobile operators face accord-

ing to respondents overall is the 

competitive threat from OTT 

players, with 49.9 per cent of re-

spondents rating rating this six or 

seven on a one-to-seven scale of 

severity. Operators themselves, 

however, judged regulatory pres-

sure on pricing to be the biggest 

threat, with almost 60 per cent of 

 To what extent do you agree with the following statements  related to Neelie Kroes’ 
plans for a single European telecoms market? (Percentage of respondents that rated their agreement 

six or seven on a one-to-seven scale where seven represented ‘Strongly agree’.)

operator respondents giving this 

a high rating for severity. 

A greater number of operator 

respondents, 47.4 per cent,  

also gave the cost of infrastruc-

ture investment a high severity 

rating than respondents overall, 

41.4 per cent of whom rated it 

as such. As illustrated in the 

table, the only challenge for 

which the two groups agreed 

a ranking was ‘limitations of 

network technology’, which was 

considered the least severe 

across the board.  

Create a predictable investment environment and
incentives to shift to sustainable business models

Increase non-European investment
in the sector

Enable greater investment in new
networks

Endanger short term investment through 
the removal of roaming revenues

Benefit the consumer but not the industry

Make Europe’s telco sector more globally 
competitive

Benefit smaller operators

Benefit larger operators

Drive more international consolidation

Drive more in-market consolidation

22.9%

19.6%

30.8%

27.9%

30.4%

35.2%

18.6%

38.6%

45.7%

37.9%

OF OPERATORS BELIEVE REGULATORY PRESSURE ON 
PRICING TO BE A SERIOUS THREAT TO THEIR BUSINESS60%
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Rank Overall respondents % six and seven Operator respondents

1 OTT competitive pressure 49.9 59.2 Regulatory pressure on pricing

2 Availability of spectrum 47.2 52.7 OTT competitive pressure

3 Regulatory pressure on pricing 45.3 48.2 Availability of spectrum

4 Inter-operator competitive pressure 41.7 47.4 Cost of infrastructure investment

5 Cost of infrastructure investment 41.4 44.8 Inter-operator competitive pressure

6 Limitations of network technology 17.0 16.7 Limitations of network technology  

 What will be the greatest challenges faced by mobile operators over the next five 
years? (Percentage of respondents who ranked the challenge 6 or 7 on a 1 – 7 scale  where 7 = extremely challenging)

Availability of spectrum was 

widely viewed as a serious 

challenge and a majority of 

respondents indicated that 

shared spectrum strategies 

(licenced shared access/au-

thorised shared access/white 

space, etc) would likely be used 

by operators in their markets 

to meet some of their capacity 

requirements within the next 

five years. More than half of 

respondents agreed with this, 

with 32.8 per cent indicating 

strong agreement. More than 

one quarter of respondents 

felt that this would not happen, 

however. 

The importance of spec-

trum holdings was also made 

apparent in a question that 

asked respondents to identify 

the three dominant forms of 

competitive differentiation 

employed by mobile operators 

in the market where they live. 

Network quality emerged as the 

most popular, selected by 65.1 

 What are the three most dominant means of competitive  
differentiation among the mobile operators in your market?

Service pricing 58%

Device pricing 18.5%

Price innovation 30%

Simplicity/
transparency of offering

31.2%

Network quality 65.1%

Service innovation 19.4%

Content partnerships 8.3%

Cross-vertical benefits 4.3%

Integrated/multiplay
offerings 22.2%

Customer service 33.9%
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tradable usage (gifting/conversion)

3.
7% 10.3% 15.1% 25.9% 22.8% 16.4% 5.8%

Performance-based, on demand pricing (eg turbo boost)

3.
0% 6.8% 10.5% 18% 23.5% 25.5% 12.6%

Application specific pricing

3.
3% 8.4% 10.8% 19.7% 26.1% 21.1% 10.6%

Real time top ups for postpaid users

3.
2% 7.5% 11.2% 22.6% 23.1% 21.1% 11.1%

Separation of device cost from service cost

2.
7% 7.8% 13.4% 21.2% 21.7% 21.7% 11.5%

Shared data tariffs (multi person multi device)

1.
7% 5.9% 10.8% 19.3% 22.5% 25.4% 14.4%

Shared data tariffs (single person multi device)

1.
8% 4.6% 7.4% 11.6% 20.6% 32.4% 21.6%

 Rate the future importance of the following pricing/charging 
strategies.  (1 – 7, where 1 is not at all important and 7 is extremely important)

per cent of respondents, fol-

lowed by service pricing (58.0 

per cent) and customer service/

CRM (37.3 per cent). 

Pricing innovation and 

simplicity/transparency of of-

fering were selected by 30 and 

31.2 per cent of respondents 

respectively while content or 

other vertical partnerships had 

a poor showing, each selected 

by less than ten per cent of 

respondents. 

Pricing innovation and 

charging strategies have con-

tinued to gain in importance 

for operators, particularly 

mobile operators. We asked 

respondents to rate a number 

of charging models for their 

future importance.

As we might have expected 

given their current popular-

ity, shared  data tariffs were 

viewed as the most important. 

But tariffs that allow single 

users to split allowance over a 

range of devices were deemed 

as most important by a 

larger proportion of operator 

respondents—55.1 per cent—

than tariffs that allow data 

to be shared between people 

(such as family plans)—44.0 

per cent. The least important 

option, according to our re-

spondents, was tradable usage 

or gifting, although it was still 

given a high importance rating 

by more than one quarter of 

operator respondents. n

OF OPERATORS BELIEVE SHARED DATA  
TARIFFS WILL BE IMPORTANT IN THE FUTURE55%
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Almost one quarter (23.1 per cent) of operator 
respondents to the survey said that an integrated 
or multiplay offering was one of the top three 
means of differentiation among mobile oprators 
in their market. In 2013 we noted a growing belief 
among some operators that being able to provide 
a full range of communications services—fixed 
and mobile, broadband and TV, personal cloud 
storage—might be a more compelling proposition 
in terms of customer acquisition and retention, than 
a single offering. 

Respondents were asked to give their reaction to 
a number of statements relating to multiplay offer-
ings, rating their agreement or disagreement on a 
one to seven scale where seven was strongly agree. 

Almost 70 per cent of respondents agreed that 
multiplay operators will have achieved significant 
advantage over pure play operators within five 

years—with 44.2 per cent rating their agreement as 
six or seven on the scale. Among operator respon-
dents this rose to 48.6 per cent while of those who 
identified their organisation as a multiplay operator 
already, 62.4 per cent voiced strong agreement.

As we saw earlier in this section, network quality 
is currently viewed as the most important competi-
tive differentiator among mobile operators. But 23.6 
per cent of respondents (and 25 per cent of operator 
respondents) voiced strong agreement that multiplay 
is a more powerful competitive differentiator than 
mobile network quality. 

This question was one of a number that were in-
tended to give us a sense of the relative importance 
of the different elements that comprise a multiplay 
offering. More operator respondents (21.3 per cent) 
than respondents overall (18.6 per cent) voiced 
strong agreement that Pay TV is the most important 

element in a multiplay offering. 
In a similar vein, 23.7 per cent of operators and 

19.3 per cent of respondents overall expressed 
strong agreement that mobile service is the least 
‘sticky’ element of a multiplay strategy. What’s 
more, among those who identified themselves as 
working for a mobile operator specifically the same 
rating was given by 23.9 per cent. 

Indeed more than a quarter of respondents 
agreed strongly that, as part of a multiplay strategy, 
domestic wifi is more important than the mobile 
network. 

Finally, the importance of multiplay is likely to 
have knock-on effects for equipment suppliers. 
More than 70 per cent of respondents agreed—
and half of operators strongly agreed—that the 
importance of multiplay will favour vendors with 
integrated offerings.  

MULTIPLAY

 Respondents were asked to give their reaction to a number of statements  
relating to multiplay offerings, rating their agreement or disagreement on a one 
to seven scale where seven was strongly agree. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Multiplay is a more
 powerful competitive 

differentiator than 
mobile network 

quality

Content availability 
across a range of 

devices is best 
managed by a mobile 

operator

Multiplay operators 
will have achieved 

significant advantage
over pure play 

operators within 
five years

The importance of 
multiplay for

operators will favour 
vendors with

integrated offerings

Mobile service is the 
least 'sticky'

element in a multiplay 
strategy

Domestic wifi is 
more important in

a multiplay strategy 
than the

mobile network

Operators that offer
Pay TV as well as fixed 

mobile broadband have 
a better proposition

than those that 
offer don’t

Pay TV is the most 
important

element in a multiplay 
offering

5.7% 2.6%
6.5%

9.3%

5.4% 5.4%

13%

17.8%

22.6%

22.5%

13.2%12.6%

17.3%

18.6%
22.2%

17%

6.6%

15.1%

22.5%

26.3%

17.6%

5.7% 4.5%

13.8%

17.1%

18.7%
20.3%

17.9%

6.6%

13.7%

6.1%

12%

16.9%

19.9%
19.1%

17.9%

8.1%

15.9%

22%

21.6%

17.2%
5.1%

1.7% 1.7%

4% 3.5%
6.8%8.3%

17.9%

23.9%

28.2%

16%

16.2%

26.9%29.6%

15.2%
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BIG DATA

Moving on from last 
year’s questions about 
the Cloud, we were keen 
to learn how operators 
intend to make use of 
Big Data to boost their 
revenues and capabilities. 

Big challenges for Big Data
In last year’s industry survey 

over 80 per cent of respondents 

said they expected operators to 

own their own cloud infrastruc-

ture by 2015, with over 90 per 

cent expecting operators to be 

selling cloud services within the 

same time frame. Over the past 

year there has been a great 

deal of activity in this area—and 

not a little hype—indicating that 

these expectations were on 

the money. This year we chose 

to make our cloud focus more 

granular and cast a searching 

eye over Big Data initiatives in 

the telecoms sector. 

From the responses we 

found that around 60 per cent 

of operators—and a similar 

proportion of the industry at 

large—believe that it is more 

important for telcos to har-

ness the power of Big Data to 

drive new revenue streams 

externally than it is to turn it 

to the advantage of their own 

internal operations. Yet when 

questioned in more depth about 

their Big Data strategy, the 

spread of responses suggested 

a real ambiguity in the purpose 

of such an initiative. 

Almost a quarter of opera-

tors said that their organisa-

tion has Big Data initiatives 

in place for addressing both 

internal and external oppor-

tunities. Twelve per cent of 

respondents said there was 

an internally focused Big Data 

strategy in place and ten per 

cent an initiative focused on 

external revenue streams. 

Among those operators that 

do not currently have Big Data 

strategies in place it is clearly 

on the agenda; 22.2 per cent of 

operators said introduction of 

such an initiative was planned 

for this year and ten per cent 

said one was planned for 2015. 

Just over nine per cent of 

operator respondents said there 

were no plans in place at all. 

So by 2016, if our respon-

dents are right, around 80 per 

cent of operators and two thirds 

of the industry will have a Big 

Data strategy in place. How-

ever, this means 20 per cent of 

operators either don’t plan to 

introduce a Big Data initiative 

or don’t see it as applicable to 

their business. 

This figure dovetails nicely 

with the findings from the sec-

tion of last year’s survey focused 

on the cloud, so it might be that, 

with Big Data and cloud initia-

tives often going hand in hand, 

there is a ten to 20 per cent 

chunk of the operator sector to 

which these technologies are 

still not thought to be relevant.  

In terms of the benefits Big 

Data could bring to operators, 

respondents identified custom-

er retention and segmentation/

targeting as the clear leaders. 

Respondents were asked to 

rank a number of potential ben-

efits on a scale of one to seven 

where seven represented very 

high potential benefit. Almost 

60 per cent of operators and 55 

per cent of respondents overall 

ranked customer retention as 

six or seven on this scale, with 

segmentation/targeting draw-

 Which of the following statements reflects your company’s 
big data strategy? (operators only)

We already have a big data initiative 
in place to drive internal improvements

We already have a big data initiative 
in place to drive new external 

revenue streams

We already have a big data initiative 
in place to address both internal 

and external opportunities

We expect to introduce a big data 
initiative in 2014

We expect to introduce a big data 
initiative in 2015

No plans / not applicable

12.1%

10.7%

23.6%

22.2%

9.9%

12.3%
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ing the same response from 

52.3 per cent of respondents. 

Upselling and internal promo-

tions were seen as the third 

most beneficial application of 

Big Data by operator respon-

dents, with 47.3 per cent giving 

this a high rating. 

By using big data to optimise 

their own processes and 

improve quality of service, op-

erators will already be building 

a platform that could enable 

them to explore new busi-

ness opportunities. But it was 

interesting to note that, despite 

more interest in Big Data as 

a driver of external revenues 

than internal improvements, 

third party advertising and 

marketing were seen as having 

the least potential out of all 

the options in this section. 

Just 31.2 per cent of operator 

respondents gave this a high 

rating for potential. This is per-

haps a reflection on the more 

cautious attitude of the busi-

ness world at large in the wake 

of several privacy scandals 

during 2013 and the effects of 

the NSA PRISM revelations. 

The application of Big Data 

for network planning and 

optimisation was also seen as 

a key initiative, given a high 

ranking by 49 per cent of re-

spondents overall and 46.9 per 

 Proportion of respondents who rated the following applications of Big Data  
six or seven out of seven for potential benefit to operators

Network optimisation

Network planning 

Segmentation/targeting 

Customer retention

Customer acquisition

Upselling/internal promotions

3rd party advertising/marketing 

Revenue assurance

Fraud management 

49%

47.3%

52.3%

55%

41.5%

44.4%

35.6%

35.7%

39%

cent of operators. This echoes 

discussions that we had with 

industry pundits over 2013, in 

which some players suggested 

that network complexity rather 

than bandwidth might fast 

be becoming the barrier to 

network growth. 

Respondents were then 

asked to rate operators one to 

seven for their expertise in cer-

tain areas of Big Data project 

management and operators 

rated themselves more favour-

ably than the wider industry in 

every category. 

The area in which operators 

were seen as least skilled, by 

themselves as well as by the 

wider industry, was software de-

velopment, which as can be seen 

from the chart overleaf was bro-

ken out into three sub-categories. 

The areas where they were most 

highly rated were data warehous-

ing, data collection and IT project 

management/integration. 

Clearly, operators have greater 

faith in their capabilities than the 

wider industry, particularly when 

we bear in mind that the overall 

responses contain the higher 

than average operator responses. 

There was an almost even split 

between operator respondents 

with regards to the percentage of 

IT budget that should be dictated 

by Big Data activities in 2014. 36 

 What percentage of an operator’s IT budget should be dictated by big data in 2014?

34.8% 39% 18.4% 7.8%
Up to 10% 10% - 20% 20% - 30%
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 Proportion of respondents who rated the following areas of Big Data operator 
expertise six or seven

per cent would allocate up to ten 

per cent and 37 per cent up to 

20 per cent. Again the numbers 

fairly closely matched the wider 

industry responses. 

There was a significant drop 

in users expecting to spend 

more than 20 per cent of the 

year’s IT budget, with only half 

as many again looking to spend 

between 20 and 30 per cent 

of budget on Big Data and less 

than ten per cent looking to 

spend more than 30 per cent. 

Yet there are still many 

challenges standing in the way 

of operators bringing Big Data 

projects to fruition and there was 

a small but telling difference in 

what is considered to be the most 

awkward of those challenges. 

Whereas the greatest chal-

lenge as viewed by the wider in-

dustry was poor Interdepartmen-

tal communication—which 41 per 

cent rated six or seven on a one 

to seven scale of severity—among 

operators the biggest obstacle 

was felt to be fragmentation in 

data sources, with 42.5 per cent 

of operator respondents giving it 

a high rating.  

Lack of resource was seen as 

the next biggest challenge by 

the operator community, with 

almost 40 per cent of operators 

and the wider industry viewing 

it as extremely challenging, 

followed by a lack of senior 

management understanding. 

In this section however, the 

key takeaway is that all questions 

received a high rating from more 

than 35 per cent of operators 

with many nudging the 40 per 

cent mark. Viewed from the 

other side, less than ten per cent 

of respondents in both the opera-

tor and wider industry camps saw 

any of these challenges as “Not 

at all challenging”. 

Clearly Big Data is high on the 

agenda, with almost half of opera-

tors already operating a Big Data 

initiative and a further 30 per cent 

looking to roll one out by 2016. 

Data warehousing

Data collection
from multiple sources

Software development
– distributed file systems

Software development – databases 
for structured and unstructured data

Software development 
– Application coding

IT project management /
integration skills

Data science 
– statistical modelling, analytics

17%

20.9%

25.1%

31.7%

26%

30.3%

15.7%

15.4%

17.7%

26.8%

31.3%

17.2%

19%

19%

Total Operators

A multitude of key benefits have 

been identified but we have yet to 

see any killer applications for the 

technology. While it’s roundly ac-

knowledged that there are a lot of 

 Proportion of respondents who rated 
the following challenges in bringing Big 
Data projects to fruition six or seven out 
of seven

challenges to be overcome if Big 

Data is to deliver on its promises, 

both the carriers and the industry 

at large are painfully aware of the 

sticking points. n

0
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50

Lack of senior
management

understanding

Lack of
resource

Fragmentation
in data
sources

No defined
internal

leadership
for project

Lack of
data

analytics
tools/skills

Poor
interdepartmental

communication

38.9%
36.9%

38.8%
37%

33.1%

40.6%
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One of the most emphatic 

statistics from last year’s 

Telecoms.com survey was that 

83 per cent of respondents 

believed mobile operators could 

and should partner with OTT 

players to their mutual benefit. 

This perhaps represented a con-

sciously positive approach to 

the thorny problem of operator/

OTT competition. Less than half 

of respondents to the 2013 sur-

vey felt that mobile operators 

were capable of competing with 

OTT players in service innova-

tion and the survey revealed a 

general sense within the indus-

try of OTTs having established 

the upper hand over operators 

in a number of areas.

For the 2014 survey we de-

cided to look at how operators 

might go about partnering with 

OTT players, what they could 

offer to them in doing so and 

the benefits they might be able 

to derive in return. Respondents 

expressed confidence in the 

potential upsides for operators 

and OTTs alike but revealed 

concerns about what we might 

interpret as a level of inertia on 

both sides, perhaps exacerbated 

by the technical and relational 

complexity inherent in structur-

ing such partnerships. 

In opening this section of the 

survey we needed to reaffirm 

the previous year’s enthusiasm 

for the idea of partnership, 

which was not difficult: 92 per 

cent of respondents (and 93 per 

cent of operator respondents) 

said they believed that there is 

value for operators in partner-

ing with OTT players and others 

in the digital ecosystem. 

Respondents were asked 

to rate a number of benefits 

available to operators from 

such partnerships according 

to their perceived value on a 

scale of one to seven, where 

seven is extremely valuable. 

The benefits to which the high-

est values were attached were 

improved customer retention—

more than half of respondents 

rated this six or seven on the 

scale—and an improved com-

petitive advantage over other 

operators, which was given the 

same rating by 43.5 per cent of 

respondents and 45.3 per cent 

of operator respondents. 

There was substantially less 

belief in the possibility that such 

partnerships might somehow 

mitigate the competitive threat 

that OTTs represent to mobile 

operators, which is consistent 

with the previous year’s findings. 

Just under 31 per cent of respon-

dents (and an identical propor-

tion of operator respondents) 

ranked this benefit six or seven. 

Operators expressed cautious 

optimism about the revenue 

potential of such partnerships. 

Both incremental revenue 

through increased ARPU and 

incremental revenue through 

payments from OTT players 

were ranked six or seven as 

benefits by 39.4 per cent of 

operator respondents.

 Proportion of respondents who rated 
the following benefits of OTT partnerships 
for operators six or seven out of seven
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OTT PARTNERSHIP

It is extremely difficult 
for operators to compete 
with OTT service 
providers and attention 
has now turned to 
how these two groups 
might more effectively 
collaborate. The survey 
revealed true belief in the 
benefits of partnership 
but also highlighted 
some potential causes of 
disruption. 

Partnering for success
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 Which business model do you think is best for operators partnering with OTTs and other 
players in the digital ecosystem?

 Which platform(s) should operators use to make these capabilities available to OTTs  
and other partners?

 Proportion of respondents who rated the  
following operator capabilities six or seven out of 

seven for value to OTT services? 

“In the past, operators have 

sometimes over-priced access 

to their value-adds (for example 

location APIs) so OTT players 

have found workarounds,” says 

Andy Tiller, VP for corporate 

product marketing at BSS solu-

tions provider AsiaInfo-Linkage. 

“But the survey shows that the 

business case for OTT partner-

ships is built on many factors, 

and offering cheaper, easier 

access to their value-adds could 

be very beneficial to operators.” 

For all the conviction that 

respondents displayed about the 

concept of operator-OTT partner-

ships, the most serious challenge 

to their successful execution was 

felt to be confusion or uncertain-

ty over the benefits available to 

both parties. While this could be 

seen as contradictory, it perhaps 

reflects the level of education, 

discussion and work that needs 

to be done in order to deliver the 

kind of benefits that the industry 

thinks may be yielded through 

such partnerships. 

This challenge was ranked as 

six or seven out of seven by 47 

per cent of respondents overall 

and 48.5 per cent of operator 

respondents. Less serious but by 

no means insignficant is the issue 

of commitment on both sides. 

Lack of commitment from OTTs 

was given the highest rating as a 

challenge by 35.5 per cent of re-

spondents and an almost identical 

share of operator respondents. 

Operators were judged to be 

slightly more game, perhaps be-

cause they have more to gain, 

with 29.4 per cent of respon-

dents (and 27.4 per cent of op-

erator respondents) identifying 

a lack of commitment, expertise 

or resource from operators as 

serious challenge. 

Meanwhile one third of 

operator respondents rated the 

complexity of the IT processes 
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required to enable operator 

value add to OTT offerings as 

very challenging. Andy Tiller 

offers some insight into why this 

might be: “Many operators work 

with a handful of OTT partners 

today.  But creating an attractive 

overall package which combines 

24.6% 25.6% 50.1%

Wholesale 
(OTT pays the operator for the use of the capability) 

Retail 
(the end-user pays the operator as part of their subscription) 

Revenue share with OTT

16.2% 17.7% 66.1%

Only through industry-wide
initiatives such as the GSMA’s

OneAPI Exchange?

Only through their own B2B
collaboration platform, enabling

partners to create mash-up services?

Both

27
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 Rate the following challenges to operators’ 
collaboration with OTTs. Please rate each on a 

scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not in the least  
challenging and 7 is extremely challenging

the partner’s service with 

operator value adds—such as a 

special tariff, QoS and charge-to-

bill—generally involves manual 

customisation of the BSS sys-

tems, which is expensive and not 

scalable to a large number of 

partnerships,” he says. 

The financial elements of 

partnerships are often the most 

difficult to thrash out. Half of 

respondents felt that a revenue 

share with OTT players would 

Complex IT challenge to enable operator value add

7.3%2.
2% 7.9% 12.3% 20.0% 26.7% 23.5%

Lack of commitment from OTTs

11.3%

1.
0% 5.8% 12.6% 21.4% 23.7% 24.2%

Lack of commitment/expertise/resources from operators

7.8%0.
8% 5.5% 12.0% 22.8% 29.4% 21.6%

Confusion/uncertainty over benefits available to both parties

0.
7%

3.
0% 6.9% 17.7% 24.7% 29.0% 18.0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

be the best option for operators 

striking partnerships with them. 

The other half were split evenly, 

24.6 per cent favouring a whole-

sale arrangement through which 

the OTT pays the operator for 

whatever capabilities it uses and 

25.4 per cent opting for a retail 

scenario in which the operator 

collects a fee from the end user 

as part of their subscription. 

Among operator respondents 

there was slightly higher enthu-

siasm for the retail model (27.3 

per cent) and slightly less for 

revenue share (48.1 per cent). 

A number of respondents 

expressed their own opinions on 

this question, however, with these 

responses emphasising flexibility 

and combination. Different mod-

els will likely suit different cases, 

these respondents said, with each 

of the three options likely to be 

deployed by operators. 

Operators and their industry 

groupings have long promoted 

the depth and breadth of net-

work features and APIs that can 

be exposed to third parties as 

a means of enhancing services 

and applications that run over 

the networks. We asked re-

spondents to rank a number of 

operator capabilities in terms of 

the value they could add to OTT 

services, where one represent-

ed very little value and seven 

extremely high value. 

It is perhaps not surprising 

that Quality of Service was 

identified as having the high-

est potential value, ranked six 

or seven by 48.1 per cent of 

respondents and more than half 

of operator respondents. 

The least valuable capability 

for respondents overall, given 

the highest ranking by 33.2 per 

cent of respondents was location, 

while for operator respondents 

the least valuable was felt to be 

access to customer profile in-

formation. This perhaps reflects 

the ready availability of other 

sources of information (GPS and 

OTT’s own customer data) as well 

as operators’ concerns around 

making their customers’ personal 

data available to third parties. 

2.8%

10.7%

17.5%

25.6%

28.1%

13.1%
2.2%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

How easy do you 
think it is for operators to 
expose these capabilities 

to OTTs and other partners 
in the Digital Ecosystem?

1-7, where 1 is very
difficult and 7 is extremely 

easy

THINK QUALITY OF SERVICE IS THE GREATEST VALUE AN 
OPERATOR CAN ADD TO AN OTT SERVICE41%

OTT PARTNERSHIP
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ability to create mash-up products (OTT service + operator services)

Scalable, repeatable IT processes for enabling new partnerships

Operator control over approval processes

Price of OTT access to APIs

Ability to act as an API hub for integration of partners’ systems

Ability to provide a collaboration environment  for OTTs 
to work with each other

1.
4%

3.
9% 8.1% 19.3% 27.9% 28.4% 11.1%

0.
8%

2.
5% 8.5% 20.5% 28.3% 28.0% 11.4%

7.1%

1.
5%

4.
6% 12.4% 25.8% 27.6% 20.9%

1.
2% 3.
4% 9.5% 23.9% 30.6% 23.0% 8.4%

1.
1%

3.
0% 8.7% 21.5% 30.9% 26.1% 8.7%

1.
8%

4.
4% 10.7% 21.6% 26.8% 24.8% 10.0%

 Rate the importance of the following  
attributes to the success of the operator’s OTT 
collaboration platform. (1 – 7, where 1 is not in the least 

important and 7 is extremely important)

There were some discrepan-

cies between overall and opera-

tor responses for this question. 

For example, 43.6 per cent of 

operator respondents gave a 

high value rating (six or seven) 

to opening up the operator cus-

tomer base to OTT promotional 

campaigns compared to 38.7 

per cent of overall respondents. 

Meanwhile 45.7 per cent of op-

erator respondents felt that the 

creation of a special data tariff 

for specific OTT applications or 

services deserved a high value 

rating, compared to 41.9 per 

cent of respondents overall. 

Such network assets can only 

have value if they are exposed, 

however, and on this issue 

respondents reverted to a cau-

tious outlook. Asked how easy 

exposure of these assets is for 

operators to achieve, respon-

dents stuck to the middle ground, 

with operator respondents 

proving more reserved than the 

overall base. The largest share of 

operator respondents, 28.5 per 

cent, rated this neutrally, as four 

on a scale of one to seven where 

seven was ‘extremely easy’, while 

one quarter were prepared to go 

a stage further, rating it five out 

of seven. Among respondents 

overall this was reversed, with 

28.1 per cent giving a rating of 

five and 25.6 per cent a rating 

of four, as we can see from the 

chart on the facing page. 

Fewer respondents, 15.3 per 

cent overall and 16.3 per cent 

of operator respondents rated 

this six or seven while 13.5 per 

cent overall and 11.6 per cent of 

operators were overtly nega-

tive, ranking it one or two. 

Given the emphasis that 

respondents placed on the 

advantages OTT partnerships 

could give operators over one 

another we were interested 

to see how they felt about the 

manner in which these kind of 

capabilities could and should be 

exposed. There has been some 

suggestion that industry-wide 

operator initiatives such as the 

GSMA’s OneAPI programme 

make it very difficult for 

operators to compete with one 

another, for example. 

Asked whether collaborations 

such as OneAPI or individual 

deployments, or a combination 

of the two, offered the best 

opportunities for operators, the 

majority bet safe. Two thirds of 

respondents opted for both, 17.7 

per cent for operator-deployed 

collaboration platforms and 16.2 

per cent for collaborative initia-

tives. Operator respondents 

were very slightly more divided, 

with 18.1 per cent choosing col-

laboration, 19 per cent choosing 

operator deployment and 62.9 

per cent seeking the best of 

both worlds. 

“It’s clear that operators 

want to support standardiza-

tion and industry-wide initia-

tives, but they also need to 

create competitive advantage 

from their OTT partnerships,” 

says AsiaInfo’s Andy Tiller.  

“We are beginning to see 

operators opening up access to 

their IT systems in a controlled 

way to OTT partners using B2B 

collaboration platforms.  This 

not only directly adds value 

to the partnership, but also 

makes the process of creating 

a combined offering with a 

partner much more straightfor-

ward and automated.”

In the 2014 Telecoms.com 

Intelligence Global Industry 

Survey the overwhelming 

majority of respondents backed 

partnerships between operators 

and OTTs. But the survey made 

it just as apparent that the jour-

ney from concept to reality in 

this area is not straightforward. 

There are fundamental ques-

tions over the exact destination, 

the most effective route for nav-

igating the obstacles to be found 

on the way and even debate as 

to how much some key players 

want to make the journey at all. 

Nonetheless it seems clear that 

operators have a good deal to 

offer potential OTT partners, 

providing they can expose their 

assets effectively. n
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Cellular networks are complex 

and wonderful things and the 

most advanced of them deliver 

remarkable performance across 

a number of metrics. But the 

fact remains that smartphone 

and tablet users consume the 

majority of their data over far 

simpler wifi connections. Cu-

rated wifi specialist Devicescape 

has published research showing 

that smartphone users typically 

consume 60 to 80 per cent of 

their data over wifi and that this 

usage stays constant whether in 

a 3G or 4G LTE environment.

While most of this usage 

comes from private and of-

fice wifi networks, a growing 

percentage of this usage runs 

across wifi connections owned 

and operated by enterprises 

or commercial premises—col-

lectively known as ‘amenity 

wifi’. From 20-seat cafés to 

90,000-seater stadiums, ame-

nity wifi tends to be offered by 

premises owners as a value-add 

for customers, and quality or 

availability of service are not 

necessarily priorities. Users 

make do with the access that 

they’re given, trading variable 

performance against the fact 

that, much of the time, that 

access is free. 

For mobile operators manag-

ing huge data demand there 

are clear advantages to the 

shift of traffic away from the 

cellular network. But, as we 

shall see, our survey showed 

that straightforward offload is 

no longer perceived as chief 

among them. Indeed the results 

suggested that operators might 

be able to derive a range of 

benefits from some level of 

involvement in the provision of 

wifi, so long as challenges to 

that provision are overcome. 

And in doing so they might be 

able to improve—and extend 

their involvement in—the cus-

tomer experience. 

“Operator views on wifi have 

undergone a dramatic shift in 

recent years, propelled by the 

sheer challenge of managing 

spiraling demand for mobile 

data,” says Dave Fraser, CEO 

of Devicescape. “Dismissal and 

even outright hostility towards 

wifi is being replaced by a 

creative urge to explore how this 

ubiquitous but fragmented tech-

nology can be harnessed as a 

complement to existing network 

architectures.”

Some mobile and fixed opera-

tors have deployed their own 

wifi networks but telcos are not 

seen by the industry as the best 

source of public wifi today. Half 

of our survey respondents iden-

tified amenity wifi as the most 

readily available source of public 

 Which of the following company types do 
you think have the best brand and market 
positions to offer a national branded wifi 
service
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CARRIER WIFI

Wifi: The smart approach
Wifi is the dominant 
means of data connection 
for smartphone and 
tablet users and its 
existence is essential 
to operators looking 
to manage continuing 
growth in demand for 
wireless data. This section 
of our report looks at the 
ways in which operators 
can best exploit this 
essential connection and 
the challenges they might 
face in doing so. 
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wifi (not in the home or office) in 

their markets, although 27.4 per 

cent of respondents cited mobile 

operators as the best source. 

While operator respondents 

backed themselves more 

strongly—30.7 per cent said 

mobile operators were the best 

source—45.8 per cent neverthe-

less cited amenity wifi. (Inter-

estingly only respondents from 

fixed operators ranked mobile 

operators as a better source 

than amenity wifi). 

But amenity wifi is not with-

out its problems. Asked to judge 

a number of statements relating 

to amenity wifi, 65.2 per cent 

of respondents agreed (41.1 per 

cent strongly) that the process 

of accessing it—manual login, 

temporary passwords, payment, 

etc—can be offputting for users. 

Meanwhile 37.2 per cent of 

respondents strongly agreed 

that amenity wifi is inconsistent 

in terms of quality. 

Security was felt to be less 

problematic than access and 

quality, with 30.4 per cent of re-

spondents strongly agreeing that 

security concerns discourage 

usage. While this indicates a rela-

tive lack of concern, it remains 

a significant swell of opinion, 

and operator responses taken in 

isolation indicated that security is 

a more serious worry among that 

segment of the industry: 36.1 per 

cent of operators voiced strong 

agreement that such concerns 

discourage usage.  

The variable quality of amenity 

wifi is well understood but our 

survey also suggested that users’ 

tolerance of it may be on the 

wane. In a subsequent question, 

52 per cent of respondents (and 

53 per cent of operator respon-

dents) strongly agreed that qual-

ity of experience on amenity and 

public wifi will become increas-

ingly important to end users. 

Another characteristic of ame-

nity wifi is that, by nature, it is 

extremely fragmented. Providers 

of amenity wifi, even large coffee 

shop chains with multiple outlets 

in many cities, are never going 

to be able to offer true wide-area 

availability. Indeed more than 80 

per cent of respondents to the 

survey felt that the organisations 

with the best brands and market 

positions to offer a coherent, 

nationwide wifi service are telcos. 

More than half—54.1 per 

cent—rated mobile operators as 

the best fit in this regard, while a 

further 26.4 per cent preferred 

fixed operators. Specialist wifi 

providers scored poorly, with only 

10.5 per cent of the votes, with 

internet players a little further off 

the pace, with 9.1 per cent. 

Among operators themselves 

the scores were unsurpris-

ingly weighted even more in 

their favour. 61.2 per cent of 

mobile operators and 56.3 per 

cent of fixed operators rated 

themselves as the most natural 

providers of such a wifi service. 

What is perhaps more interest-

ing, however, is that almost one 

fifth (19.4 per cent) of mobile op-

erators selected fixed operators 

and one quarter of fixed operator 

respondents selected mobile op-

erators. There is evidently mixed 

opinion among operators as to 

where the wifi proposition should 

most logically sit. 

Respondents were also asked 

to rank the benefits that mobile 

operators might derive from 

providing a service for which, as 

became clear, they are widely 

felt to be a natural fit. Since 

the beginning of the mobile 

data boom wifi has either been 

ignored or positioned predomi-

nantly as an offload solution; a 

 From your perspective as a user what is the most readily available source of wifi access 
outside of the home or office in your market?

Amenity (café, shop, mall, stadium etc)

Mobile operator

Fixed operator

Specialist wifi provider

Open residential access points

49.8% 27.4% 11.5% 5.9% 5.4%
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valve that enables the release 

of pressure on the cellular 

network. But of the benefits 

that mobile operators might 

derive from offering a branded 

or controlled wifi experience, 

capacity offload was not ranked 

highest by our respondents. 

The ability to ensure the best 

level of customer connectivity at 

all times was ranked as the most 

significant benefit, rated six or 

seven out of seven by 56.6 per 

cent of respondents. In second 

place, given the same score by 53 

per cent of respondents, was cus-

tomer retention while capacity 

offload was in third place, scored 

in the same way by 52.3 per cent. 

Among operators, customer 

connectivity was also the highest 

ranked benefit, although capacity 

offload was in second place and 

customer retention in third. In 

both instances the top ranked 

options were separated by slender 

margins but it is nonethless 

significant that the carrier wifi 

narrative is shifting away from 

offload—in which it is seen as a 

means of addressing an operator 

problem—towards a scenario in 

which it enables an enhanced cus-

tomer connectivity experience. 

Despite the buzz status of 

customer behaviour data analyt-

ics, the lowest ranked benefit 

that mobile operators could get 

from providing a branded wifi 

service, according to the survey, 

was insight into customer usage 

and behaviour while off the 

cellular network. 37.7 per cent of 

respondents (matched almost 

exactly by operator responses) 

gave this the highest ranking. 

“Given the tremendous 

fragmentation of wifi, it is likely 

difficult to envisage a single wifi 

CDR service to be as complete 

and useful as the CDR is today 

on the mobile side,” says Fraser. 

“This will change as telecom 

operators realise the benefits of 

managing the entire customer’s 

experience with their smart-

phone, not only the times they 

are on the mobile network.”

As with the views on security 

mentioned above, we need to 

bear in mind that a low relative 

ranking does not necessarily 

mean that there is a lack of 

belief in this benefit. Instead it 

was, for respondents, the least 

convincing of the options. 

Indeed, 51.7 per cent of 

operator respondents strongly 

agreed that mobile operators 

need to extend their involve-

ment with the user beyond the 

cellular network in order to 

remain relevant in the user’s 

entire smartphone experience. 

Related to this, 35.1 per 

cent of operator respondents, 

compared with 28.9 per cent 

of respondents overall, agreed 

strongly that operator-provided 

OTT communications apps such 

as O2UK’s TuGo—which repli-

cates the mobile service, includ-

 How do you rate the following benefits to  
mobile operators in being able to offer a  

controlled/branded wifi experience? 
(figures are percentage of respondents who rated each benefit 6 or 7  

on a 1 – 7 scale where 7 = extremely beneficial) 
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OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT 
OF WIFI IS THE ABILITY TO ENSURE THE BEST LEVEL OF 
CONNECTIVITY AT ALL TIMES
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ing mobile phone number, over 

any IP connection—are going to 

become essential elements of 

the mobile operator offering. 

There are clearly concerns, 

however, that despite the range 

of benefits available to mobile 

operators from wifi provision, 

the economics might not stack 

up. Asked to rank challenges that 

operators might face in deploying 

their own wifi networks, respon-

dents cited return on investment 

as by far the most serious. 53.3 

per cent of respondents ranked 

RoI six or seven out of seven in 

terms of seriousness, with that 

number rising to almost 57 per 

cent among operators. 

The cost of deployment was 

some way further back, given the 

same ranking  by 42.8 per cent 

of respondents (although 49 per 

cent of operators were similarly 

concerned) while operational 

cost was judged the third most 

serious challenge. 39.7 per cent 

of respondents and 44.5 per cent 

of operator respondents gave 

Opex the highest ranking. 

While operator respondents 

ranked customer retention lower 

as a benefit than respondents 

overall, 57.2 per cent of them 

strongly agreed that an operator-

managed wifi experience, in 

which the user is moved between 

networks transparently but 

always to their benefit, would be 

attractive to consumers.  

But the policy surrounding 

the movement of customers 

between cellular and wifi con-

nections—when they are moved 

and at whose behest—is clearly 

a matter for some debate. Just 

shy of 40 per cent of respon-

dents felt that smartphone 

users are best served by being 

on wifi networks whenever 

possible, while 30 per cent 

preferred the caveat that users 

should move only when the wifi 

connection is superior to the 

cellular connection. 

Among operator respondents 

these two options were more 

evenly selected, with 35.8 per 

cent choosing the former and 

32.1 per cent the latter. 

One third of operator respon-

dents felt that operators should 

control the process of move-

ment entirely, so long as the 

guiding principle was provision 

of the best customer experi-

ence at any given time. Overall, 

27.5 per cent of respondents 

agreed with this suggestion. 

The more popular option for 

respondents as a whole (46.4 

per cent) and operators (43.4 

per cent) alike was that the 

customer could set simple 

preferences that are thereafter 

applied automatically. 

“The elevated, always best 

connected experience is a 

balancing act between customer 

choice and simplicity. The smart-

phone and network should work 

together to make it as simple 

to connect to wifi as it is to 

connect to cellular. However, wifi 

has a long history as ‘the users 

network’ and subsequently many 

customers will expect some 

control—for example a preference 

 Rate the following challenges faced by operators in deploying 
their own wifi offerings

(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not at all challenging and 7 is extremely  
challenging)

Cost – network build out

Cost – operation and maintenance

Deriving return on investment/monetising wifi network

Integration of wifi and cellular networks

Ongoing network planning (shifts in geographical usage/demand)
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6.5% 13.3% 21.1% 26.2% 22.7% 8.9%

10.2%

9.8%

6.4% 12.7%

10.6% 18.2% 24.2% 26.3% 12.7%

23.3% 31.4% 21.9%

17.4% 28.4% 25.5% 14.2%

15% 25.7% 25.4% 17.4%

OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVE MONETISING  
THE WIFI NETWORK IS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
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for more performance or reduced 

cost,” says Devicescape’s Fraser.

Nonetheless it was inter-

esting that 16.7 per cent of 

respondents felt that customers 

should control the experience 

entirely, while 9.5 per cent of 

operators felt that mobile oper-

ators should control the process 

based on their own network 

management requirements. 

As we have seen, this sec-

tion of the survey suggested 

that mobile operators are the 

natural providers of wide area 

wifi offerings but highlighted 

the obstacles (mostly financial) 

that operators might face in 

trying to deliver them. It also 

identified a substantial existing 

entity—amenity wifi—as an excel-

lent wifi resource. So what op-

portunities exist to bring these 

two elements of connectivity 

together?

There have been a number 

of moves within the industry 

to marry pre-installed public or 

private wifi hotspots to telco 

offerings, with varying degrees 

of success. One third of respon-

dents to the survey agreed 

strongly that mobile operators 

could benefit from partnering 

with amenity wifi providers but 

such partnerships are not neces-

sarily simple to devise given the 

significant fragmentation with 

millions or potentially tens of 

millions of providers.

QoS is, as discussed above, 

very important to telcos, 

although maybe less so to provid-

ers of amenity wifi. And in line 

with 37.2 per cent of respondents 

emphasising inconsistencies in 

the quality of amenity wifi con-

necitons, 38.1 per cent (and 38.7 

per cent of operators) agreed 

strongly that it would be more 

suitable for operator partnership 

if it was quality controlled. 

Neither can the problem of 

fragmentation be overlooked—31.9 

per cent of operators strongly 

agreed that amenity wifi is 

too fragmented for operators 

to exploit its ubiquity through 

partnership. 

The industry clearly believes 

that the integration of wifi into 

the wider telco offering could 

offer some significant benefits. 

But the dream of mining custom-

ers’ wifi usage for actionable 

insights seems to be, for now, just 

that. Less than three per cent of 

respondents judged this the most 

likely benefit. Network capacity 

relief is important but perhaps 

not as important as it used to 

be, with less than one quarter of 

respondents identifying this as 

the most likely upside.

The most likely benefit to be 

derived—according to 40 per cent 

of respondents—is keeping users 

connected as often and as simply 

as possible. Like so much else 

in the industry, it’s all about the 

customer experience. n

Whenever possible

Only when operator-defined base
station performance/capacity

constraints are hit

Only when the available wifi
connection meets preset quality of

performance levels

Only when the wifi connection is
superior to the cellular connection

39.3%

10.8%

20%

29.9%

 Under what circumstances are smartphone  
users best served by being on wifi networks?

 How should user movement between cellular 
and wifi networks be managed?

The customer should control the
process entirely

The operator should control the
process entirely based on the best

customer experience

The operator should control the
process entirely based on its own

network management requirements

The customer should have the
opportunity to set simple

preferences/rules which are
thereafter applied automatically

16.7%

27.5%

9.4%

46.4%

OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVE USERS SHOULD CONTROL 
THE WIFI ACCESS POLICY ENTIRELY
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0.6%
11.2%

1% 1.2%

2.4%
5.7%

11.6%

25.7%

3.6%
8.6%

19.2%

2.7% 6.8%

13.2%

21.5% 32.6%

22.2%
5.1%
1.8%

5.8%
14.3%

22.4% 30.1%

20.5%

29%

27.2%

11.3%

2.9%
6.6%

13.6%

24.3% 32.7%

22.2%

22.2%

16.7% 17.9%

15.1%

11.6%

6.4%

25.9%

20.6%

8.3%

Mobile operators need to extend
their involvement with the user

beyond the cellular network in order
to remain relevant in the user’s
entire smartphone experience

Quality of experience on
amenity/public wifi will become

increasingly important to
smartphone users

An operator-managed wifi
experience, in which the user is
moved on and off wifi networks

transparently and always to their
benefit, would be attractive to

consumers.

Mobile operators should leave wifi
provision to specialists or premises
owners. They should focus only on

improving the cellular network
experience

Operators that capture data on user
behaviour on amenity/public wifi

networks stand to build a
competitive advantage

Operator-provided OTT
communications apps (eg O2 TuGo

in the UK) are going to become
essential elements of the operator

offering

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Improving indoor data speeds

Controlling the costs of data roaming

Network capacity

User behaviour insights from wifi usage data

Customer retention

Keeping users connected as often as possible and
simplifying the experience

14.7%

7.6%

40.1%

24%

2.6%

11%

 To what extent do you agree with the following statements concerning mobile  
operators and wifi?  

(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree)

  Which benefit are mobile operators most likely to receive from integrating wifi  
into their offer?
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LTE ROAMING

LTE roaming is key to the 
progress of the latest 
cellular network standard. 
But price premiums 
for the service are not 
guaranteed. Operators 
need to devise a range 
of services and charging 
models to ensure they 
can derive real benefit 
from making LTE available 
across borders

LTE sans frontières 
With 263 LTE networks in com-

mercial service in 97 countries 

by January 15th this year, ac-

cording to data from the Global 

Mobile Suppliers Association’s 

latest Evolution to LTE report, 

the technology is clearly well 

established. Many LTE opera-

tors are now looking to the next 

phases of deployment, including 

LTE-Advanced, Voice over LTE 

and the provision of roaming, 

the last of which has been a 

cornerstone of mobile service 

since the introduction of GSM. 

2013 saw a handful of LTE 

roaming announcements from 

operators and we can expect 

the volume of agreements to 

ramp up significantly during 

2014. But the emergence of LTE 

roaming comes at a time when 

roaming more generally is prov-

ing challenging for operators 

that have historically turned it 

very much to their advantage. 

In Europe roaming prices re-

main under sustained pressure 

from the European Commission, 

while elsewhere users’ tendency 

to disable data roaming and rely 

on wifi is making it difficult for 

operators to exploit the next 

wave of roaming services. 

Operators within Europe are 

conceding ground on pricing in 

a bid to stay ahead of regula-

tion while this year will see the 

arrival of specialist roaming 

providers that will intensify 

competition on price. 

In this section of the survey 

we set out to discover how the 

industry feels roaming will evolve 

in terms of pricing and structure, 

how operators might be affected 

as they look to deliver LTE roam-

ing services and how they might 

differentiate themselves from 

one another and from any spe-

cialist players that emerge. 

LTE came to market with a 

price premium but during 2013 

we saw instances of that pre-

mium beginning to erode under 

competitive pressure. In the rush 

of 12-month predictions published 

at the end of last year, a number 

of industry players suggested 

that LTE premiums could disap-

pear altogether in some markets. 

So it was interesting to see 

how the industry feels about 

price premiums that are likely 

to be attached to LTE roaming. 

We asked respondents whether 

they agreed that mobile opera-

tors are justified in charging 

more for LTE roaming than for 

other roaming services and 

less than half agreed that they 

 For which roaming  
services (not within the EU) 
will operators be able to 
charge a premium over the 
next five years?

Guaranteed QoS for LTE data

Tiered throughput for LTE data

Application-specific data

SMS

MMS

Legacy voice services

61%

38.6%

45.9%

13.3%

9.3%

19.3%
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are. One third of respondents 

disagreed and a further 23.1 per 

cent remained neutral. 

Respondents were asked to 

express their strength of feeling 

by rating their response on a 

scale of one to seven, where 

seven was “strongly agree” and 

one “strongly disagree”. 21.4 per 

cent of respondents rated their 

agreement as six or seven on this 

scale, with only 5.3 per cent voic-

ing the strongest agreement. 

Among mobile operators, 

however, a six or seven rating 

was given by 27.8 per cent of 

respondents, indicating fairly ro-

bust resistance to the idea that 

LTE roaming should come at no 

extra cost to the user. Nonethe-

less, almost a quarter of mobile 

operator respondents felt that 

no premium is justified and 24.7 

per cent remained neutral. 

Operators may have to look 

to more advanced services 

if they want to command a 

premium, rather than simply 

charging more for LTE as a 

basic connection. Asked which 

kind of roaming services might 

justify a premium in future 

(outside of the EU, where 

regulatory pressure is intense) 

respondents backed guaranteed 

QoS for LTE data strongly. This 

option drew the highest level 

of support, selected by 61 per 

cent of respondents, followed 

by application-specific data 

(selected by 44.3 per cent) and 

tiered throughput for LTE data 

(selected by 37.3 per cent). 

There was acceptance that 

legacy services like SMS and 

MMS will struggle to continue to 

command roaming premiums, 

with just 11.8 per cent and 8.5 

per cent of respondents select-

ing these options respectively. 

Indeed there was widespread 

agreement that legacy voice 

and SMS roaming traffic will de-

cline as users become increas-

ingly reliant on IP communica-

tions apps while roaming, which 

offers a potential threat to 

operator revenues. 47 per cent 

of respondents and 49.4 per 

cent of operator respondents 

ranked their agreement with 

this statement six or seven. 

Respondents demonstrated 

less conviction that specialist 

roaming providers will come 

to dominate the retail roaming 

market. Overall 17.8 per cent of 

respondents agreed strongly 

with this, although operator 

respondents were slightly more 

pessimistic, with 21.9 per cent 

scoring this a six or seven. 

This tendency was visible 

once more when respondents 

were asked about the outcomes 

they expect from the removal of 

roaming premiums within the EU. 

While expectation of an increase 

in traffic was high across the 

board (anticipated by 63.6 per 

cent of respondents overall), 30 

 How effective do you believe the following 
differentiators are for operators providing LTE 
roaming services?  
(where 1 is not in the least effective and 7 is extremely effective)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Quality of service guarantees

Differentiated pricing plans

Service continuity

Geographical differentiation

Integration with wifi

Inter standard roaming

17.9%2.
0%

3.
4% 7.3% 14.8% 23.9% 30.7%

13.4%

1.
3%

2.
1% 7.8% 18.5% 28.8% 28.0%

1.
0%

1.
6%

5.
5% 17.2% 33.8% 16%24.9%

7.
1%2.
8%

6.
7% 13.3% 25.4% 26.2% 18.5%

15.6%1.
5%

4.
4%

8.
1% 18.0% 23.3% 29.1%

10.5%

1.
9%

5.
2% 9.7% 24.1% 24.7% 24.0%

OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVE QoS FOR LTE WILL JUSTIFY  
A PREMIUM IN THE FUTURE61%
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LTE ROAMING

per cent of operators compared 

to 28.4 per cent of respondents 

overall expect total roaming rev-

enues to decrease as a result. 

Charging models can be as 

influential as the services to 

which they are applied and 

the prices that are attached to 

those services; cost is not nec-

essarily the most important fac-

tor for consumers. Indeed the 

survey showed that more than 

60 per cent of respondents 

believe that visibility of spend is 

just as important to end users 

as spend itself. Almost one 

quarter of respondents believe 

that visibility is actually more 

important than level of spend, 

with just 14.6 per cent believing 

it to be less important. 

We asked respondents to 

rate eight potential charging 

models for LTE roaming ser-

vices in terms of their benefit 

to the mobile operator. Each 

model was rated on a scale of 

one to seven where seven was 

“extremely beneficial”. If we 

rank the responses according 

to which models were given the 

highest number of high ratings 

(six or seven) the results, for 

overall respondents and opera-

tor respondents, are shown in 

the table on this page.

The highest rated option over-

all sees application providers, 

such as Facebook or Twitter, 

subsidising the roaming traffic. 

This may well be beneficial to 

operators but it is not clear that 

 What do you believe will be the revenue and traffic impact of the European  
Commission’s proposed removal of roaming premiums within the EU?

 Rate the following LTE charging models in terms of benefit 
to the operator. (1 - 7 where 7 = highly beneficial)

Increase in traffic 63.3%

No impact on traffic

Revenue will stay the same because
traffic increase will compensate

for price decrease

Overhall revenue will increase

Overhall revenue will decrease

33.6%

28.4%

24.8%

11.7%

Subsidised application specific 33 35.9 Subsidised application specific 
offerings   offerings

Fixed day rate 29.8 35 Application specific offerings

Application specific offerings 29.6 31.2 Fixed day rate
Monthly-add on charged over life 29.5 31 Tiered service offerings 
of contract 
Charging by volume (per MB) 27.4 30 Monthly-add on charged over life of contract

Tiered service offerings 26.6 26.6 Drawn from standard bundles with 
   accelerated depletion
Drawn from standard bundles 22.5 25 Charging by volume (per MB) 
with accelerated depletion 
Drawn from bundles with 21.2 22.6 Drawn from bundles with no premium 
no premium

OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVE VISIBILITY OF SPEND IS JUST AS 
IMPORTANT AS SPEND ITSELF60%

Overall respondents % 6 or 7 Operator respondents
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 Do you believe that, for consumers,  
visibility of roaming spend is:

OTT players are prepared to 

engage in these kind of business 

models (see p26) for an in- 

depth analysis of the section of 

our survey devoted to OTT and 

operator partnerships). 

The comparative importance 

of price in the LTE roaming mix 

was also illustrated by the results 

from a question (see p37) in which 

we asked respondents to rate a 

number of competitive differentia-

tors for roaming services on the 

same one to seven scale (where 

seven was extremely effective). 

Of the six options provided, price 

differentiation was ranked fourth 

by respondents in total and third 

by operator respondents. 

It was nonetheless rated 

More important 
than amount 

spent?

As important 
as amount 

spent?

Less important 
than amount 

spent?

14.6%

60.9%

24.5%

Diameter signalling 
traffic volumes will 
stay roughly the 
same as SS7
signalling volumes

There will be more 
signalling traffic 
with Diameter because
of the inclusion of Policy 
interworking

There will be less 
signalling traffic 
with Diameter
compared to SS7 
because SMS 
does not use 
Diameter

10.9%

23.4%

65.6%

Which of the following  
do you think will be the  
case for LTE roaming  

signalling traffic?

Home routed Local breakout Must be considered 
on a case by case basis

17.1%

22.7%
60.2%

 Which is better for  
operators, home  

routed data or  
local breakout?

highly, with 41.4 per cent of re-

spondents (and 44.4 per cent of 

operator respondents) scoring 

it six or seven. Judged most ef-

fective, and given a six or seven 

rating by half of respondents, 

was service continuity. Close be-

hind, and reflecting responses 

to an earlier question, was guar-

anteed QoS (48.6 per cent), 

followed by integration with wifi 

(44.7 per cent; this was ranked 

fourth by operator respondents, 

given a high rating by 39.7 per 

cent). Judged least effective, 

with a high rating from 25.6 

per cent of respondents, was 

geographical differentiation. 

Chris Lennartz, head of mo-

bile services at KPN-owned IPX 
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LTE ROAMING

 Rate the benefits of local breakout for  
roaming traffic? 

(1 – 7, where 1 is not at all beneficial and 7 is extremely beneficial)

 Rate the benefits of home routing for  
roaming traffic?

(1 – 7, where 1 is not at all beneficial and 7 is extremely beneficial)

Less delay

Lower cost of transport

Lower switching overhead

Cheaper retail

Control over the service

Visibility of the traffic

Control over the quality

Accuracy of billing

2.
0%

5.
2% 11.3% 22.7% 24.5% 23.5% 10.8%

14.3%

1.
3%

2.
9% 8.5% 22.6% 24.2% 26.2%

9.7%

1.
7%

2.
8% 13.7% 26.0% 24.7% 21.3%

10.4%

1.
8%

3.
1% 12.2% 31.1% 21.7% 19.8%

13.9%

1.
6%

2.
5% 9.9% 22.7% 23.8% 25.5%

11.1%

1.
4%

2.
8% 9.2% 23.1% 25.7% 26.7%

1.
8%

2.
7% 11.8% 23.4% 22.8% 24.0% 13.5%

14.3%

1.
6%

3.
7% 9.9% 23.0% 23.0% 24.6%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

provider iBasis suggests these 

results highlight the importance 

of the IPX model. “LTE Roaming 

will be limited initially to data 

roaming but, soon afterwards, 

delay- and error-critical services 

like VoLTE, RCS, video, M2M 

will follow, in order to provide 

Multi-Service Continuity in the 

transition to all-IP,” he says. 

“IPX has been designed to as-

sign differentiated quality levels 

to specific services over one 

integrated pipe, using virtual 

linkes that can be managed 

separately. As this model works 

end-to-end, operators can start 

introducing a variety of services 

assigning the QoS they require.”

LTE roaming will not differ 

from roaming in previous 

technology generations simply 

in terms of service and business 

models. With a new signalling 

paradigm and the opportunity 

to address the inelegance of 

earlier approaches to routing 

there will be some key techno-

logical changes as well. 

We asked respondents what 

they expect to be the impact of 

LTE roaming on signalling traffic. 

Just over one fifth, 21.7 per cent 

(23.4 per cent for operator re-

spondents) said they believe that 

signalling volumes for Diameter 

will stay roughly the same as SS7 

volumes. But a great majority 

of respondents, 67.3 per cent, 

said they expect more signalling 

traffic because of the inclusion of 

Policy Interworking. 

We also polled them for 

views on home routing and 

local breakout for LTE roaming. 

Opinion was evenly split as to 

which is better for operators, 

with 17.1 per cent favouring 

home routing and 22.7 per cent 

local breakout. A clear majority, 

60.2 per cent, believe that the 

choice needs to be considered 

on a case by case basis. 

The principal benefit of 

local breakout, according to 

respondents, is a lower cost of 

transport (rated six or seven on 

our scale by 40.5 per cent of 

respondents). The least popular, 

scored the same way by 30.2 

per cent, was the ability to offer 

cheaper retail prices. 

The benefits of home routing 

were very closely ranked by re-

spondents. The most beneficial 

by a small margin was deemed 

to be control over the service, 

with second place for overall 

respondents being accuracy of 

billing and for operator respon-

dents being visibility of traffic. 

All options were given six or 

seven ratings by close to 40 per 

cent of respondents.

Roaming is central to the 

proposition of mobile telephony 

and it is becoming increasingly 

clear that end users want and 

need access to the same ser-

vices while overseas that they 

depend upon while at home. It 

is equally apparent that they do 

not necessarily feel that location 

alone justifies premium pricing. 

Nonetheless there are oppor-

tunities for operators to devise 

and deliver more sophisticated 

and appealing services for roam-

ing users, while improving vis-

ibility of spend and flexibility of 

charging model. They now have 

to demonstrate they are capable 

of leading this innovation. n
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BSS

As operators look to win 
and retain customers 
through innovation in key 
areas of their customer 
interface like charging, 
customer service and 
CEM, their BSS portfolio 
and investments are 
becoming ever more 
important to success. 
Meanwhile the mass 
migration of enterprise 
IT into the cloud is 
expanding the range of 
options open to operators 
as they look to refine 
and redefine their BSS 
environments

BSS: Into the cloud

 Which of the following BSS applications 
are you planning to deploy/upgrade in the
next 12 months?
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30.4%

42.5%

17.8%

35.5%

17.8%27.1%

In this section of the survey 

we sought to establish which 

elements of the BSS environ-

ment are being addressed with 

the most urgency along with 

how and where operators are 

looking to the cloud to enhance 

their performance. We were 

also keen to understand what 

might be motivating operators 

or holding them back in terms 

of the cloud. With this in mind, 

questions in this section were 

put to operators exclusively. 

Clearly there is significant 

ongoing investment in this area. 

We asked operator respondents 

to tell us which BSS applications 

their organisations are planning 

to deploy or upgrade in the next 

12 months. The top three areas 

for investment during 2014 

are Customer Management, 

selected by 42.5 per cent of 

respondents, Billing, selected 

by 25.5 per cent of respondents 

and Self Service, selected by 

30.4 per cent of respondents. 

For all the investment 

underway a surprisingly high 

proportion of respondents—17.8 

per cent—revealed that their 

organisations will be investing 

in none of the BSS applications 

listed. A small number, mean-

while, said that the information 

on their invesmtents was too 

commercially sensitive to share. 

More than one quarter of 

operator respondents reported 

that their companies would 

be investing in the entire BSS 

environment, with Revenue 

Management selected by 27.1 

per cent of respondents and 

Ordering attracting invesmtent 

this year from only 17.1 per cent 

of operators represented. 

Cloud already enjoys 

significant penetration within 

telcos, with respondents using 

a Software as a Service (SaaS) 

solution for a number of busi-

ness functions. 41.1 per cent of 

respondents reported that their 

organisation currently runs its 

Customer Relationship Manage-

ment (CRM) activity on a SaaS 

solution, which was the highest 

score among business functions 

by some distance. 

Email/Collaboration (29.3 per 

cent), Enterprise Resource Man-

agement (27.8 per cent) and 

Billing (26.4 per cent) also had 

a strong showing in this regard, 

along with Financial Applica-

tions (24.1 per cent). Ordering is 
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47.8%
34.3%17.9%

YES NO NOT SURE

 Are you planning to move to a Cloud based BSS solution in 
the next 12 months?

currently managed with a SaaS 

solution at just 14.3 per cent of 

respondents’ organisations. 

These ranking were reflected 

in operators’ plans for future 

use of the SaaS model, although 

there are more operators 

planning investment in Billing 

SaaS solutions than ERP SaaS 

solutions. Ordering, meanwhile, 

is also targeted for SaaS invest-

ment, with more respondents 

(21.4 per cent) reporting plans 

for this function than for ERP 

(20.4 per cent) and Financial 

Applications (19.6 per cent). 

If we combine the responses 

for existing and planned SaaS 

solutions we see that CRM once 

again tops the list by some 

distance, with more than three 

quarters of respondents (75.3 

per cent) employing or planning 

to employ a SaaS approach. 

Email/Collaboration (55.1 per 

cent) and Billing (51.5 per cent) 

are in second and third place, 

with ERP fourth (48.2 per cent) 

ahead of Financial Applications 

(43.7 per cent and Ordering 

(35.7 per cent). 

In addressing their BSS envi-

ronments as a whole operators 

clearly have a good deal more 

thinking to do. Almost half of 

respondents said they were not 

sure whether their organisa-

tion was planning a move to a 

cloud-based BSS solution inside 

the next 12 months, suggesting 

that for many operators deci-

sions on this question have not 

been taken. More than one third 

reported that there are no such 

plans in place, while 17.9 per 

cent of respondents said that 

their businesses are planning a 

cloud BSS deployment this year. 

It is important to understand 

why more than 80 per cent of 

represented operators are cur-

rently not committing to a cloud-

based BSS solution and it is per-

haps not surprising that security 

is chief among their concerns. 

Respondents were asked to rank 

a range of concerns for severity 

on a scale of one to seven, where 

seven represented a “very seri-

ous concern”. Security issues was 

scored as six or seven by 39.7 per 

cent or respondents.

Financial Applications

ERP

CRM

Email/ Collaboration

Ordering

Billing

Financial Applications

ERP

CRM

Email/ Collaboration

Ordering

Billing

24.1% 19.6%

20.4%

34.2%

25.8%

21.4%

25.1%

27.8%

41.1%

29.3%

14.3%

26.4%

 For what business functions, if any, are 
you currently using a SaaS solution?

 For what business functions, if any, are 
you planning to introduce a SaaS solution?
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BSS

“Security was and still is a 

concern for operators when 

choosing a cloud based solution 

but it is possible to achieve the 

full range of cloud benefits, like 

cost savings and agility, without 

compromising on security,” says 

Yuval Mayron, general manager, 

Amdocs Product Group. “The 

key for operators or MVNOS is 

choosing a well-established and 

recognised industry partner 

that they can rely on and grow 

with. This peace of mind can 

be achieved when operators 

and MVNOs select a complete 

solution, both on the platform 

and on the service side, to 

guarantee service availability, 

customer satisfaction and that 

all solution components are 

certified and meet the highest 

standards in the industry.”

Interestingly the number 

of operators concerned with 

sweating existing assets—some-

thing that has often been cited 

as a drag on the evolution of 

operator BSS—was relatively 

low. Only 21 per cent of respon-

dents ranked the need to sweat 

assets as six or seven on the 

scale.

Almost one fifth of respon-

dents (18.2 per cent) felt simi-

larly strongly that the cloud-

based BSS solutions currently 

on the market do not represent 

a good fit for their businesses. 

Related to this 28.8 per cent of 

respondents gave the highest 

ranking to concerns that their 

need for advanced customisa-

tion within BSS might not be 

met by a move to the cloud. 

These results suggest that 

there is a need for providers of 

these solutions to do more to 

address these concerns through 

market education. Indeed 32.5 

per cent of respondents gave 

a six or seven ranking to the 

statement: “I need to learn 

more about available cloud-

based BSS in the market”.

Potential benefits, mean-

while, seem relatively well 

understood and scalability/elas-

ticity and cost efficiency are the 

most important to operators, 

the survey suggested. Asked 

to rank the importance of a 

number of benefits on the one 

to seven scale where seven rep-

resented “extremely important” 

45.3 per cent of respondents 

ranked scalability/elasticity as 

six or seven while 45 per cent 

gave the same ranking to cost 

efficiency. 

The ability to deploy new 

services quickly and the need 

for low risk were ranked six or 

seven by 41.6 and 41.4 per cent 

of respondents respectively, 

while 26.2 per cent gave the 

same ranking to the oppor-

tunity to consolidate the BSS 

environment.

Meanwhile in a subsequent 

question respondents were 

asked about the extent to which 

they agreed that a cloud-based 

BSS provided by an external 

supplier on a 24/7 support 

model would be a significant 

advantage to their business. On 

a scale of one to seven where 

seven represented “strongly 

agree”, 45.4 per cent of respon-

dents chose six or seven. 

Of course cost is always 

a crucial factor and while 

cloud solutions provided on a 

SaaS basis may be less Capex 

intensive than on premises 

solutions, total cost of owner-

ship is clearly still front of 

mind—although not universally 

a stumbling block. 

Just over 40 per cent of 

operator respondents agreed 

that a converged, real-time 

BSS solution was too expen-

sive for their company, for 

example. On the other hand, 

41.3 per cent of respondents 

agreed that their company 

needed a highly flexible SaaS 

solution even if it proved to be 

 Rate the following concerns related to 
the move to a Cloud based BSS solution?

(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 is not a  
serious concern and 7 is a very serious concern)

Ability to deploy new services quickly

Cost efficiency

Low risk

Scalability and elasticity

Opportunity to consolidate BSS environment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.
3%

1.
8%

3%
1.

8%
2.

5%

3.
6%

3.
4%

6.
6%

2.
5%

2.
3%

9.5%

8.4% 19.2%

12%

6.3%

7.3% 28.3% 23.4% 24% 12.2%

21.8% 22.3% 30.2% 15.1%

24.1% 23.2% 18.4% 12.7%

22.2% 27.4% 17.6%

23.7% 19.4% 26% 15.6%
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3.3%

14.7%

2.5%

6.5%

14.4%

25.3%

20%

16.2%

6%

13%

2.2%

32.9%24.2%

1.8% 2.7%

14.3%

6.7% 6.7%

10.9%

31%

20.5%

18.3%

10.5%

4.7% 5.1%

13.9%
10.5%

23%

20.3%

24.3%

15.4%

25.3%
20.6%

20.4%

12.1%

I don’t think 
the available BSS

Cloud Services
fit our business
and operations

Need to sweat
maximise return

from legacy
investments

Security issues

I need to learn
more about

available Cloud
based BSS 

in the market

I have high
customization

needs

 How important to your operation are the following benefits of a SaaS BSS solution
compared to premise solutions. 

(Please rate each on a scale of 1 – 7 where 1 is not at all important and 7 is extremely important)

more costly. Almost half, 48.6 

per cent, said they would con-

sider a converged solution if it 

were deemed more affordable.

“By working closely with 

operators and MVNOs for many 

years, we learned that they 

are looking for a holistic and 

flexible solution that provides 

all their BSS needs. Some of 

them are actively approaching 

to cloud based solutions for 

that flexibility” says Amdocs’ 

Mayron. “Flexibility should be 

built-in on the product and 

technology side, enabling a fast 

time-to-market for launching 

innovative services and bundles 

and making sure changes to 

business processes can be 

made on-the-fly without ad-

ditional investment.”

One of the most notable 

elements of the emergence 

of cloud IT in the telecoms 

sector is the opportunities it 

has created for non-specialist 

providers. Telecoms BSS has 

historically been delivered 

by organisations that have 

telecoms in their DNA but their 

dominance in the sector is no 

longer guaranteed. 

Respondents were asked 

whether their organisation 

prefers solutions provided 

by telecom specialist players 

and 51 per cent of them said 

that they did. This was a far 

larger proportion than those 

who took the opposite stance 

(18.8 per cent) and those who 

were neutral (30.2 per cent). 

Nonetheless it still means 

that 49 per cent of operator 

respondents do not believe 

that telecoms specialisation is 

necessary. 

That said, 42.7 per cent of 

respondents reported that 

existing supplier relationship 

was or would be an influence in 

decision making when selecting 

a SaaS-based BSS solution, 

suggesting that incumbents 

are able to exploit their posi-

tion. A larger proportion, 53.8 

per cent, said that industry 

research was an influence, 

while peer recommendations 

were cited by 36.1 per cent of 

respondents. 

There is little doubt that 

cloud models for key telco IT 

systems are gaining traction 

in the industry. As the survey 

revealed a substantial number 

of operators have already 

deployed, are in the process of 

deploying or are planning to de-

ploy SaaS solutions for a range 

of key business functions. 

But there are still concerns 

among operators looking at 

moving BSS to the cloud, 

particularly around security 

and cost. There is also clearly 

a need for a greater level of 

education: operators need to 

know that their concerns can 

be addressed and they need 

to be convinced that there are 

solutions available that can 

meet their needs. n
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INDOOR LTE COVERAGE

To contrast with the 
section of the survey 
that looked at LTE 
across borders we also 
asked our respondents 
some questions about 
LTE on a much smaller 
scale; specifically 
its deployment and 
performance for indoor 
coverage. Some of the 
results were surprising.

Inside Job
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Today Two years’ time

2.4%

0.9%

5.6%

7.4%

18.7%

21.5%

27%

17.4%

1.4%

6.4%

16.3%

21.6%

30.1%

23.3%

 Rate the importance of indoor LTE 
coverage as a competitive differentiator 
today and in two years’ time  
(1 – 7 where 7 is extremely important)

In-building coverage has long 

been an issue with cellular sys-

tems and many solutions have 

been devised to try and help 

improve the indoor penetration 

and performance of mobile net-

works. We hear much about the 

densification of the network that 

LTE is intended to bring thanks 

to an increased volume of small 

cells and in-building service is an 

important part of that story.

In these early phases of LTE 

deployment and operation op-

erators are focused on meeting 

a number of targets, depending 

on business plans and licence 

conditions. Nonetheless it was 

interesting to note that a large 

number of respondents felt that 

indoor LTE coverage is an impor-

tant competitive differentiator 

for operators today. On a scale 

of one to seven where seven rep-

resented “extremely important”, 

44.4 per cent of respondents 

and 48 per cent of operator 

respondents scored indoor LTE 

coverage six or seven for impor-

tance as a differentiator.

Looking two years out they 

expect its importance to grow. 

53.4 per cent of respondents 

and 56 per cent of operator 

respondents scored it six or 

seven for importance in two 

years’ time.

Indeed 30 per cent of 

respondents—and 32.3 per cent 

of operator respondents—ex-

pressed strongly the belief that 

that operators are focused on 

providing good indoor coverage 

in public buildings, 16.5 per cent 

that they are focused on provid-

ing good indoor LTE coverage 

for all users and 12 per cent 

that they are concerned with 

providing superior coverage to 

enterprise customers. 

A larger share of operator re-

spondents than overall respon-

dents (21 per cent) claimed that 

there was a focus on providing 

good indoor coverage for all.

In early rollout phases opera-

tors can easily become stretched, 

however, and it was interesting 

driving high quality indoor LTE 

coverage is more important 

than ensuring rural coverage 

based on geographical targets.

  

Despite this, respondents 

reported that, in their market, 

operator activities are cur-

rently geared towards wide area 

coverage. Asked to characterise 

operator approaches to indoor 

coverage, almost half—48.7 per 

cent—said that in their market 

operators are today focused 

primarily on geographical 

rather than indoor coverage. 

Meanwhile 22.7 per cent said 

 Do you believe there  
is a market for specialist  
indoor LTE operators?

57%

YES

43%

NO
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48.7% 22.7% 12%16.5%

They are focused primarily on
meeting geographical rather
than indoor coverage requirements

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for
public buildings (malls, stadiums etc)

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for
enterprise customers

They are focused on providing
good indoor LTE coverage for all users

 Which of the following best describes operators’ approach to indoor LTE  
coverage in your market?

to note that more than half of 

operator respondents—55.9 per 

cent—said they believe that a 

market exists to support special-

ist indoor LTE service providers. 

This number was even higher, at 

57 per cent, for the overall base 

of respondents.

That said, responsibility should 

remain with some form of net-

work operator, according to 65 

per cent of respondents (see fol-

lowing page). Meanwhile 17.5 per 

cent felt that it was appropriate 

for building owners to own indoor 

LTE infrastructure, 6.5 per cent 

the building occupant and 11 per 

cent the provider of fibre to the 

building. While we might expect 

a majority to support the tradi-

tional supply model it is worth 

noting that, taken together, 35 

per cent of respondents feel that 

the mobile operator might not be 

the natural owner of indoor LTE 

infrastructure.

Operator respondents were 

unsurprisingly more defensive 

of tradition, with 75.1 per cent 

saying network operators 

should own indoor infrastruc-

ture. Again, though, the remain-

der is significant. One quarter 

of operator respondents are 

thinking along different lines.

This was further reinforced 

when we asked respondents to 

rate a number of factors acting 

as inhibitors on indoor LTE 

coverage deployment. Here it is 

worth looking at the operator 

responses in isolation (they are 

close to the overall responses in 

any case). On our one to seven 

scale, where seven represented 

“extremely challenging”, 24.3 

per cent of operator respondents 

gave a score of six or seven to 

the statement: “It is unclear who 

is the most appropriate owner of 

indoor infrastructure”.

Perhaps even more surpris-

ingly, 20.4 per cent of operator 

respondents felt similarly 

strongly that operators don’t 

understand enough about 

indoor network design.  Mean-

while 23.2 per cent gave the 

same weighting to the fact that 

ready availability of wifi means 

there is no urgent need for 

Indoor LTE coverage.

Respondents were also asked 

to what extent they agreed with 

a number of statements related 

to indoor LTE, indicating their 

strength of feeling on a one to 

seven scale where seven repre-

sented strongly agree. In one of 

the survey’s most surprising re-

sults, more than 30 per cent of 

operator respondents gave a six 

or seven rating to the assertion 

that regulators need to do more 

to force operators to improve 

indoor network performance.

If regulators don’t force 

change then perhaps technology 

will. Almost 40 per cent of opera-

tor respondents (and 36.4 per 
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INDOOR LTE COVERAGE

 To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements regarding indoor coverage 

in your market
(1 – 7, where 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree,  

is strongly agree)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Indoor coverage is still designed predominantly to deliver basic
voice connectivity

7.6%3.
9% 11.1% 12.0% 20.1% 25.1% 20.2%

Regulators need to do more to force operators to improve indoor
network performance

11.9%5.
6% 11.4% 12.3% 20.6% 19.0% 19.1%

It is very important for enterprises to have high bandwidth cellular
connectivity within their premises

14.3%1.
3%

4.
5% 9.0% 19.0% 23.9% 28.0%

The deployment of VoLTE will drive improvements in indoor LTE
network performance.

10.8%

1.
7%

5.
0% 10.5% 20.2% 26.2% 25.6%

High quality indoor coverage is more important than rural
geographical coverage

9.5%4.
8% 9.6% 14.1% 22.9% 18.6% 20.5%
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75.1%

65%

11.4%

17.5%

4.5%
6.5%

9% 11%

 Who should own indoor LTE 
infrastructure?

cent of respondents overall) gave 

a six or seven rating to the ex-

pectation that the deployment of 

VoLTE will drive improvement in 

indoor LTE coverage. Unsurpris-

ingly there was also a consensus 

that enterprises require high 

quality indoor LTE coverage. 

This section of the survey 

showed that there is considerable 

open-mindedness within the in-

dustry about how improvements 

in indoor coverage should be 

managed. Clearly the perfor-

mance of LTE networks within 

buildings is going to become in-

creasingly important to users and 

by extension to operators looking 

to provide those users with a ser-

vice. But not all operators seem 

to believe that traditional models 

of provision are best suited to 

solving the indoor problem. And 

it is rare indeed to hear of opera-

tors openly calling for greater 

regulatory pressure in any area of 

their business. This is a space to 

watch with interest. n

 The following proportion of  
respondents agreed strongly (rated 
their agreement six or seven out of 

seven) with these statements:

WIDESPREAD AVAILABILITY OF WIFI MEANS 
THERE IS NO URGENT NEED FOR INDOOR LTE

THERE IS AN ABSENCE OF PROVEN SPECIALIST 
INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

OPERATORS DON’T UNDERSTAND ENOUGH 
ABOUT  INDOOR NETWORK DESIGN

IT IS UNCLEAR WHO IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE  
OWNER OF INDOOR INFRASTRUCTURE
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Postgraduate Certificate in Advanced
Telecoms Management

Awarded by the University of Derby Corporate

Delivered by the No.1 in Research and Training

Winner of the Times Higher Outstanding
Employer Engagement Award 2011

The Postgraduate Certificate in Advanced Telecoms
Management is an internationally recognised University
qualification that demonstrates your expertise in the
technical and commercial operation of a modern telecoms
organisation. All of the programme elements will equip you
with the skill, knowledge and competencies to excel in a
telecoms organisation.

The Postgraduate Certificate in Advanced Telecoms
Management is awarded on successful completion of
three major programme elements. In order to qualify you
must successfully complete the Telecoms Mini MBA and
one other Advanced Telecoms Management programme
(including the accompanying Competency Development
Journals) in addition you must complete a final work
based project.

Distance Learning www.telecomsacademy.com/dl

Our Distance Learning courses rapidly build your competency, knowledge and confidence – and are
designed to fit in with your work schedule
Our Distance Learning courses for the telecoms industry provide
you with the opportunity to enjoy the full benefits of studying,
whilst still in employment using the freedom and flexibility of
distance learning to your advantage. Courses run over three or nine
months, depending on whether you opt for the University Certificate or
standard programmes. Mandatory modules and specialist modules of
your choice provide comprehensive coverage of the subject. The flexible
options include both technology and business modules, enabling you to
select a programme that is right for you.

Diploma in Modern Telecommunications
Starts 20 February 2014 and 22 May 2014
For those who need a more thorough understanding of communications
and its evolution.

Diploma in LTE and Advanced Communications
Starts 24 March 2014
For those who would benefit from a thorough grounding in LTE and the
many supporting technologies – with a technical focus.

Diploma in Telecoms Business Starts 24 April 2014

For those who would benefit from a thorough understanding of the
communications business environment.

Foundation in Telecoms
Starts 28 April 2014
For those new to the industry or those needing a good grounding in
modern communications – covering technology and business.

Element 1
Telecoms Mini MBA
24-28 March 2014, Istanbul
28 April – 2 May 2014, London
12-16 May 2014, Cape Town
8-12 June 2014, Dubai

Element 2
Choose ONE additional Advanced
Business Diploma (ABD) programme:

1. Effective Telecoms Strategies
5-9 May 2014, Cape Town
18-22 May 2014, Dubai
14-18 July 2014, London

2. Customer Focus in
Telecoms 
17-21 March 2014, London
26-30 May 2014, Cape Town
8-12 June 2014, Dubai

3. Business Implementation
of Mobile Broadband
6-10 April 2014, Dubai
7-11 July 2014, London

Element 3
A Work Based Project
12 weeks, self-paced

Early Bird and 
Group Discounts

available

Our fully accredited Telecoms Management and Distance Learning programmes offer you the opportunity to gain university credit points
with the option of a recognised University Certificate on successful completion. Contact us for more information: 

Tel +44 (0)20 7017 4144 Email training@telecomsacademy.com Web www.telecomsacademy.com

THESE PROGRAMMES ARE FULLY ENDORSED BY THE GSA
Discounts are available for GSA members. Please call us on +44(0)20 7017 4144 for details. Quote reference: MCI0214

For more information please visit: www.telecomsacademy.com/postgrad

TELECOMS TRAINING 2014 
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NFV: Planning the journey
The industry is working hard to define what it wants to achieve with Network Functions 
Virtualization. But the journey in this process of transformation needs as much careful 
planning as the destination, says Mallik Tatipamula of F5 Networks. 

Every technological shift in this 
industry promises great and 
beneficial change and the con-

cept of Network Functions Virtualiza-
tion (NFV) is no exception. Improved 
cost efficiency, enhanced network agil-
ity, scalability and security and a re-
duced time to market for new services 
are among the upsides being touted for 
NFV as operators prepare themselves 
for what Mallik Tatipamula describes 
without hyperbole as “a complete 
architectural paradigm shift”. 

Tatipamula is vice president for 
service provider and cloud solutions 
at F5 Networks and a veteran of 
Motorola, Cisco and most recently 
Ericsson, where he was head of re-
search at the vendor’s Silicon Valley 
operation. And he neatly encapsulates 
the problem facing mobile operators 
that are looking to NFV to help them 
evolve from a connectivity model to 
one of application delivery: “These 
companies cannot rip and replace a 
multibillion dollar infrastructure.”

He’s not wrong; most mobile op-
erators quiver at the prospect of 
upgrading their billing systems, let 
alone redefining their architectural 
fundamentals. So today there is a good 
deal of effort being expended on defin-
ing NFV as a destination. But as with 
Software Defined Networking, very 
much part of the NFV discussion, the 
industry has yet to coalesce around a 
single definition. For Tatipamula this 
definition will need to take account of 
more than just virtualisation. 

“Operators in the industry want to 
know how they can take their software 
and put it onto a commercial off-the-
shelf hardware. That’s great, but you 
need to go a little deeper than that,” 
he says. “NFV means we need abstrac-
tion to scale the network and provide 
flexibility and virtualisation to provide 
resource optimisation. Then you need 
programability for investment protec-
tion and to move into new service and 
business models and orchestration, 
which addresses the need for network 
automation.”

Some of this work is theoretical 
but the industry needs to address 
more than just its vision of the des-
tination, he suggests. If the effort 
being channelled into this vision is 
not matched by work charting the 
route to the destination then there 
is a serious risk of interia. 

That route needs to be viewed 
in the context of wider timeline, he 
says. Historically operators deployed 
separate overlay networks for each 
type of traffic; fixed voice, mobile, 
data and so on. Faced with such a 
cumbersome arrangement the in-
dustry migrated to a converged IP 
transport layer. 

“But in this process,” says Tati-
pamula, “they have ignored control 
and service layer functions and 
these remain fragmented. So what 

the industry needs now is to decide 
how to take those fragmeneted control 
and service functions, consolidate 
them in a datacentre and cloudify 
them.  It also needs to figure out how 
to cloudify any wide area network so 
that any of the real time services can 
be cached or transcoded on the base 
station or the access network. That 
is the essence of this journey from a 
simple connection-oriented model to 
one of application delivery,” he says. 

Different operators will take differ-
ent routes to NFV but F5 has identi-
fied a framework for the evolutionary 
process which it suggests will make 
the journey manageable. Operators 
should begin with their architecture 
planning, says Tatipamula, then iden-
tify the phasing order. They then need 
to transform their operational support, 
reorganising their delivery and tech-
nology organisations based on an IT 
model and finally address their vendor 
management, inherent in which may be 
a streamlining of the vendor portfolio. 

“It is very important that operators 
don’t start at the feature level,” he says. 
“They need to understand the correct 
phasing sequencing and they mustn’t 
forget the operational aspects. They 
have to transform their operations 
not just the network.”

It is also important, he says, for 
operators to prepare their networks as 
much as possible before beginning the 
process of virtualisation. They should 
run proof of concept exercises in the VAS 
tier and at the same time simplify their 
S/Gi networks, he says, as they will then 
require fewer vendors to accompany 
them through the migration to NFV.

“We recommend that the service 
provider looks at consolidating and 
simplifying services within the S/
Gi portion of the network,” he says. 
“There are many advanced content- 
and subscriber-based services being 
implemented, increasing complexity 
and with it the network management 
challenge.  VAS steering to solutions 
such as CDN, video optimisation and 
security services require intelligent 

Mallik Tatipamula
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service chaining that is subscriber- 
and application-aware.  

“In addition, other services such as 
advanced S/Gi firewall and CGNAT are 
being deployed to help manage and 
protect the S/Gi network.  It makes 
sense that all of these content- and 
subscriber-aware services leverage 
a common subscriber and content 
management technology,” he says. 

Phase one, then, involves operators 
unifying the data plane. The next step 
is to virtualise the service plane, says 
Tatipamula. Operators tend to have 
service complexes in multiple loca-
tions that are responsible for various 
services like parental control, URL 
filtering, caching and video optimi-
sation, he says, incurring a range of 
administrative costs. 

There is also an architectural issue 
relating to the service complex. “The 

problem for operators is that they have 
architected the network so that every 
bit of traffic has to go through the same 
boxes,” he says. “But they don’t want 
every bit of traffic to go through the 
firewall, or through URL filtering. They 
want to be able to differentiate between 
different types of traffic.” Both of these 
problems can be solved by virtualising 
the service complex and migrating it 
to the datacentre, he says. 

The final phase involves virtual-
ising the network’s control plane 
functions. Here the operator should 
begin with diameter signalling says 
Tatipamula. “The control plane com-
ponents have a close, interdependent 
relationship with the data plane 
elements within the S/Gi network,” 
he says. “The orchestration engine 
needs to be able to leverage the 
new analytics that these services 

can provide to create an enhanced 
ecosystem.”

Operators can then progress into 
the core and access networks, to vir-
tualise the EPC and the base station. 
Addressing the RAN gives operators 
the opportunity to extend policy-based 
functionality out towards the end user, 
he says, enabling practises like local 
traffic steering and improving security. 

“If there are security attacks com-
ing from the mobile side then the best 
place to stop those attacks is at the 
base station,” he says. “We’ve all seen 
security problems with laptops over 
the past decade and we will see the 
same amount, if not more, with the 
smartphone because it has become 
such a key component of our life. Op-
erators have to be proactive and not 
reactive when it comes to security.”

Today operators are often portrayed 
as slow moving, largely because of 
comparisons to internet services play-
ers that have become such a competi-
tive threat. But Tatipamula says that 
operators are “much more open to 
change” than perhaps they used to be 
and that they are working to improve 
their expertise in IT architectures to 
take advantage of approaches like NFV. 

The timescales for evolution could 
be anywhere between two and ten 
years out, he says, much as the in-
dustry saw in its evolution to a 3GPP 
all-IP architecture. But timing aside 
he argues that NFV is “bound to be 
successful” because it meets three 
key operator requirements. First it 
will reduce operators network TCO, 
second it will enable the operator to 
improve the customer experience and 
third it will empower them to expand 
into new service and business models 
to drive new revenue streams. 

“Operators have spent billions on 
spectrum and they’re spending billions 
on deploying their LTE networks,” he 
says. “Now they have to find a way to 
reduce their costs and monetise their 
networks. The biggest challenge they 
face, he suggests, is not identifying 
their destination but mapping the 
journey. “The biggest challenge is 
always transition,” he says: “how to 
plan it and where to start.” n

Source: F5 Networks

Source: F5 Networks
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MCI INTERVIEW

MCI EXECUTIVE INTERVIEW

New Economics of Satellite Backhaul
David Williams, CEO and co-founder of Avanti speaks to us about the economics of satellite 
as a cellular backhaul solution and enabler for rapid network expansion.

2013 was a big year 
for satellite op-
erator Avanti. It 

was the year the company lit up the 
world’s first live Ka-band 3G backhaul 
service. Having invested $850m in a 
fleet of four geostationary satellites to 
provide ubiquitous coverage around 
the world, the company now supplies 
commercial Ka-band services to Mo-
bile Network Operators (MNOs) in 88 
markets across EMEA.

We sat down with David Williams, 
CEO and co-founder of Avanti, to dis-
cuss the company’s developments over 
the last 12 months and got straight 
to the point about economics. His-
torically, satellite was considered an 
expensive option but Williams and his 
team claim to have radically improved 
the economics of the technology, deliv-
ering the highest SLAs in the industry. 

“Avanti is the first satellite op-
erator to design its network to serve 
telecoms operators,” says Williams. 
“Using Ka-band we can supply higher 
speed data exclusively at a lower cost 
than previously possible. It gives 
telecom companies incredible flex-
ibility with a managed service that 
is accessible in the cloud. Customers 
don’t need to invest any CAPEX and 
they can sign a riskless contract to 
deploy services across 88 countries 
in EMEA,“ he says.

“We’ve provided levels of quality 
and flexibility that are quite simply 
unique in the industry. Delivering 
99.999 per cent resilience and giving 
customers the flexibility to access 
our satellite fleet as if they were a 
network owner, doing things in a 
way that the satellite industry hasn’t 
previously.”

Crucially, the satellite operator 
claims to be saving MNOs money via 
the opportunities created by Avanti’s 
cellular solutions. Williams comes 
from a financing background and 
spent ten years organising funding 
for telecoms projects in London; 
and as a result, is very aware of 
the twin pressures of the market. 

Firstly, MNOs typically have unmet 
demand almost everywhere, and 
secondly, they also have to have a 
keen eye on cost.  

Williams asserts that Avanti is 
driving costs down, almost close to 
parity of fibre services. When an op-
erator is considering a new cell site, 
the investment required for laying 
fibre - three, five or ten kilometres 
- is very high. Avanti enables MNOs 
to build cell sites where none previ-
ously existed. MNOs could deploy 
Avanti cell backhaul at lower cost 
than fibre for any base station five 
kilometres away from the nearest 
fibre point. Conversely, MNOs are 
also able to provide back up services 
for sites much closer to the network 
core, helping mitigate against pri-
mary connectivity failure.

Yet Williams is clear that Avanti 
intends satellite to complement 
fibre and microwave, not replace 
them. Nevertheless, it is hard to 
deny there are situations in which 
satellite facilitates what otherwise 
wouldn’t be possible. One of the key 
elements for consideration is power, 
which is particularly relevant in 
remote parts of Africa where the 

service can enable a MNO to cut their 
cell site operational costs. 

“Compared to microwave, the use 
of satellite means we can cut the 
height of the tower in half, saving on 
the cost of groundworks and physi-
cal infrastructure. Additionally, when 
compared to the alternatives, we can 
reduce the use of diesel by 75 per cent, 
which is crucial when you consider 
that fuel is often the most compli-
cated piece of the logistics chain in 
backhaul,” Williams says. 

“We can reduce the power of a sin-
gle backhaul link down from 300kw 
to 65kw, representing a saving of 
around 4000kw/hours compared with 
a single microwave installation. In an 
environment where diesel costs - and 
the logistics of fuel delivery - are very 
high, that’s a significant saving for an 
operator,” he adds. “Our economics 
mean that MNOs have the ability to 
deploy new cell sites faster, with a 
level of quality not offered before.” 

Here, Williams re-emphasises his 
point around service quality levels. 
Now that the company has live de-
ployments with major MNOs in the 
field, Avanti can argue its offering is 
market proven. 

“We have operator customers de-
ploying at scale with very small dish 
sizes and 1.2m antennas that cost just 
a couple of thousand dollars, with in-
stallation carried out by an engineer in 
about eight hours. We’re providing an 
SLA of 99.999 per cent with downlinks 
of 15Mbps and uplinks of 5Mbps and 
jitter of less than 10 milliseconds,” 
Williams says. 

Consequently, satellite looks like it 
could become an increasingly power-
ful enabler for MNOs looking to deploy 
new cell sites quickly, with Avanti able 
to get a site up and running within 24 
hours. Then if the MNO subsequently 
deploys fibre to that site, the satellite 
installation can be moved on to the 
next base station. As a result, the 
applications for the service within 
the mobile phone industry are many 
and varied. n

David Williams
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THE INFORMER

The Final Cut
Facebook turned ten in early February and, like all ten year olds, it is prone 
to over sharing.

The Informer has long lurked on Facebook, 
a silent voyeur driven by morbid curiosity 
to click on the banal and fatuous items 

in his newsfeed. And if your newsfeed looked 
anything like the Informer’s in early February, it 
was chock full of people sharing their look back—
Facebook’s gift to the world after a ten-year 
social bender. 

What you got, if you were tempted to click, 
was a couple of minutes’ of blandly sound-
tracked video constructed of soft fades and stills 
from ‘milestone’ events in your life. Not your 
actual life but your Facebook life—according to 
Facebook we were all of us ‘born’ only when we 
established our profile, after all. 

People loved their videos because, like a lot of 
social networking, they conform to the Great Lie 
perpetuated by Facebook et al that all of us are 
interesting to other people. And also because it 
made their lives look like one of those mawkish 
Christmas adverts where everything is seen 
through the soft focus of sentimental tears. It 
turned each photo of a poorly executed novelty 
birthday cake into a portrayal of triumph in the 
face of monumental adversity. 

It was awful. The Informer declined to 
even look at his own, such was his fear of 
misinterpretation. As one of his close personal 
friends exclaimed: “Do I want to share my 
Facebook film? It makes me look like a drunken, 
gun-loving, hobo, so no, I don’t want to.”

Is Facebook the Mirror, Mirror on the Wall or 
has it made control-freak spin doctors out of all 
of us, desperate to (social) media manage the 
way we are perceived? It would be interesting 
if someone hacked Facebook’s algorithm so it 
featured only photos that people had chosen to 
delete. There would be a lot more horror movies 
and a lot less romcoms. 

Technology can be spookily accurate 
sometimes but at others it can skew our 
perception. There was something disturbingly 
terminal about all those fades of beaming 
smiles, as if we were watching epitaphs. 

It reminded the Informer of that Robin 
Williams movie, the Final Cut, based in a future 
in which everyone has a chip implanted in their 
head that records every moment of their life. 
Williams’ plays an ‘editor’ tasked with cutting 
those videos after the implantee’s death for 
showing at a remembrance service. The catch is 
that he is paid to show them only in a good light, 
forced to watch through and edit out all of the 
really horrible stuff they get up to. 

How would we like to be remembered? It’s a 
fundamental question and one that chimes with 
the headlines from the first weeks of 2014. Amid 
the Snowden intelligence leaks proclaiming the 
death of privacy and US newspapers covering 
the death of network neutrality, there was 
another death that almost passed without 
mention. 

In January former US congressman Otis Pike 
died in quiet obscurity. Perhaps you’ve never 
heard of him (the Informer hadn’t) and that in 
itself is telling. For Pike is credited as being the 
first congressman to stand up to the abuse of 
power by US intelligence services and the first to 
lose as a result. 

In the mid-70’s Pike was tasked with leading a 
Congressional investigation into US intelligence 
service abuses of power and what he found 
prompted Mitchell Rogovin, CIA special counsel 
at the time, to vow “to destroy” him. Pike 
wasn’t so interested in whose phone was being 
tapped or who was spying on whom. Instead 
his questions went straight to the heart of 
the intelligence machine itself: what was the 
purpose of the NSA and CIA?; were the actions 
of those agencies actually making the country 
safer?; and most importantly, were taxpayers 
getting value for the billions being pumped into 
the agencies?

Pike didn’t believe taxpayers were getting 
value for money and pretty soon the whole 
circus had blown up, exposing often pointless 
domestic spying, through unofficial deals 
going back as far as the 1940s, in which the 

fledgling NSA had pressured some of the 
country’s biggest telcos, AT&T included, 
to allow tapping of all domestic and 
international calls. 

At this point the CIA, headed up by George 
Bush, turned on Pike, effectively accusing 
him of being a threat to national security and 
what Pike turned up proved too much for 

the country to swallow. 
The endless revelations 
of abuse of power and 
funds had an unforeseen 
anaesthetic effect on public 
interest. The people were 
depressed and turned off. 
The intelligence services 
capitalised on this, 
Rogovini made good on his 
threat and Pike was driven 
out of politics and into 
obscurity. 

Is this what we can 
expect from Snowdengate 
and the acres of comment 
about a non-neutral 
internet? That public 
sentiment will become so 
saturated and depressed 

that the people will stop caring about widescale 
abuse by those with power and will instead 
focus purely on how to lose that baby fat and 
get a bikini body in time for summer?

As Deutsche Telekom pointed out before 
public enemy number one/Nobel-laureate-in-
waiting (depending on whose phone you’re 
listening in on) Edward Snowden’s revelations 
were made, data privacy and security were 
never in the public spotlight as much as 
they are now. The operator was looking 
to become a knight in shining armour for 
consumers by providing data privacy and IT 
security services, differentiating itself from 
competition in the process.

“Big Brother behaviour by a number of 
intelligence agencies runs counter to every 
endeavour by telecommunications companies 
to treat the personal data to which they have 
access as confidential. Credibility will take a 
massive hit if we have reason to fear someone is 
always listening to and spying on what we say and 
write,” said Lothar Schröder, deputy chairman of 
Deutsche Telekom’s supervisory board. 

Heroic words for sure but the question now is: 
does anybody care anymore? n
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F-Secure is absolutely delighted that its content store & share cloud 
service with BT has been recognised as one of the best cloud off erings for 
consumers globally.
 
Everyday, BT helps millions of British customers to store, access and share 
important content. As a trusted partner in consumers’ homes, BT was 
perfectly placed to bring cloud services to its customers. Launched this 
time last year, the BT Cloud helps customers automatically store their digital 
content, access it from any device and share with their family and friends.
 
The company behind BT’s off ering is F-Secure. With a strong heritage as 
a security company, BT’s customers are assured their content will be kept 
safe, private and virus-free.
 
All uploaded content is encrypted and scanned for malware. The metadata 
and user related account data are stored separately, meaning the contents 
cannot be read or identifi ed by anyone other than the account holder. All 
content is also scanned using F-Secure’s award-winning anti-virus scanners, 
meaning users are confi dent that the content they share is safe.

C A T E G O R Y

BEST CONSUMER CLOUD OFFERING

Founded on breakthrough advances in signaling 
and switching Starlogik delivers a universal cloud 
hosted telecommunication system which works on any 
network and any telephone without change, operating 
uniquely on the Star (key) embedded in every phone.

Designed to address the extremely challenging 
emerging market landscape Star guarantees the free 
and profi table acquisition of the o3B (“other 3 billion”) 
yet to make their fi rst phone call.

For more information visit starlogik.com

CONNECTING THE UNCONNECTED

Star Switched Network
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SpatialBuzz is an innovative cloud-based customer experience analytics 
and service monitoring platform for network operators that improves 
customer satisfaction and brand loyalty by providing the same up-to-date 
network status and coverage information across your mobile, web and 
voice interaction channels with customers. 

Crucially, SpatialBuzz derives valuable operational insights by continuously 
monitoring activity across all touch-points, giving a unique crowd-sourced 
view of network performance, an early warning of emerging service issues 
and a benchmark of performance during and after major network changes. 

SpatialBuzz has been successfully deployed by Tier 1 mobile operators 
in major European markets. By implementing the SpatialBuzz self-help 
software, customers have access to near realtime status and performance 
information displayed geographically on the web and via a handset  
application, negating the need to phone a call centre.  

www.spatialbuzz.com

C A T E G O R Y

BEST CEM

We’ve built a network without country borders to deliver 
a seamless and consistent mobile experience, globally.

 In the Truphone Zone, you can use your phone like a 
local – and at local rates. Choose one of our global bundles 
and the entire Zone becomes your home  
territory, turning business abroad into business as usual.

 Beyond the Zone, in over 200 countries, calls and data 
are routed to the nearest country in the Zone – giving 
you clearer calls, faster internet access and lower-cost 
roaming.

C A T E G O R Y

BEST MVNO

For more information contact:
Natalie Green
Marketing Operations & Event Manager
Natalie.Green@truphone.com
www.truphone.com
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Best Consumer 
Cloud Offering
• AT&T, Inc. for the AT&T Speech API

• BT for BT Cloud

• Portugal Telecom for MEO Cloud

Best Enterprise 
Cloud Offering
• Ericsson for Connected Vehicle Cloud

• Indosat (an Ooredoo Company) for its 
enterprise-class public cloud IaaS

• Telstra Global for its Cloud Infrastructure 
off ering

• YTL Communications Sdn. Bhd for the 
1BestariNet program

Best Mobile 
Financial Service
• Econet and Mahindra Comviva 

for EcoCash

• Indosat (an Ooreedoo Company) for 
Dompetku Mobile Wallet and Mobile 
Money Service

• SingTel Mobile Pte Ltd for SingTel mRemit 
and mCash

Best MVNO
• Lycamobile

• Manx Telecom Ltd

• Omea Telecom

• Truphone

Best Use of Cloud 
Services by a Telco
• AsiaInfo-Linkage for its Cloud-based 

Operation Platform Container (COPC)

• Amdocs/Defense Mobile for Compact 
Convergence on the Cloud

• Telefonica for ETAdirect

CEM
• Indosat (an Ooreedo Company) for ICITY
 Metricell Limited and ZAIN for ENAYA

• Smart Communications, Inc for Self Care
Telefonica UK & SpatialBuzz for the Trusted 
Network Programme

• WDS, A Xerox Company, and MTN SA 
for the Smartphone Tool

Connecting the 
Unconnected
• Ericsson for the Millennium Villages Project

• Orange for its Orange Roaming Hub
 PCCW Global for Landlocked But Not 

Locked Out

• Smart Communications, Inc for Smart 
Satellite Services

• Starlogik for its Star switched Network

Pushing the 
limits fi xed
• Accenture for its Intelligent Migration 

Framework

• Alcatel-Lucent for G.fast fi xed 
ultra-broadband

• Liquid Telecom for Africa’s largest single 
fi bre network

• Nominum for its N2 Customer 
Monetization Application Suite

• Telco Systems for the T-Marc 3348S 10GE 
Ethernet/MPLS demarcation device

Pushing the 
limits mobile
• AT&T, Inc. for Project Velocity IP 

(Project VIP)

• NSN for LTE-Advanced

• Procera Networks, Inc. for Virtualized 
PacketLogic

• Radisys and Airspan for their LTE-
A solution for small cells

• Telstra and Ericsson for LTE Broadcast

Urban Improvements
• Axell Wireless for a Distributed Antenna 

System (DAS) at the Shard

• SpiderCloud Wireless for its Enterprise 
Radio Access Network (E-RAN)

• Tarana Wireless for its Concentrating 
Multipoint (CMP) topology

• Turkcell for KIOSKs

Device Sector
• Ethertronics, Inc. for EtherChip 2.0

• Marvell Technology for PXA1088LTE

• Qualcomm for the RF360 Front End 
Solution

•  Qualcomm for the Snapdragon 800

Green Technology
• Aspire Technology, Ltd. for RAN 

Powersave
• GreenTouch Consortium for its Green 

Meter study
• O2 for its PDF Initiative
• Portugal Telecom for its PT Data 

Center SA

Mobile Pricing 
Innovation
• AsiaInfo-Linkage for its Real-time Self 

Service (RTSS) solution

• du for Easy roaming

• Smart Communications, Inc. for Talk ‘N 
Text’s (TNT) Katok-At-Tex

• Turkcell & Ericsson for their real-time 
charging solution

Operator 
OTT Service Launch
• British Telecom for BT Sport

• Myriad Group for TELCEL MSNGR

• Portugal Telecom for MEO GO!

• Smart Communications, Inc. for SmartNet

Progress in M2M/
Internet of Things
• Comarch for its M2M Platform

• Jasper Wireless for its IoT platform

• Qualcomm Atheros for the QCA4002 
and QCA4004

• Stream Communications for M2MSat

• WebNMS for its M2M platform

Best use of wifi 
• Aptilo Networks for its 3GPP Wi-Fi Access 

Unifi ed Solution

• Birdstep Technology for its WiQ solution

• Devicescape for its Curated Virtual 
Network

• iPass for its device-based AAA solution

• The Cloud for its free, unlimited WiFi 
service across the Square Mile

www.telecoms.com/awards

Congratulations 
to the shortlist
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The inaugural 2014 Telecoms.com Awards will celebrate the wide-ranging achievements 
of the key players within this most vibrant of industries. Honouring industry excellence in 
everything from the most ground-breaking advances in network technology and services 
delivered over those networks, front line innovations in customer service, enterprise cloud 
off erings and the use of green technology.

• Best Consumer Cloud Off ering

• Best Enterprise Cloud Off ering

• Best Mobile Financial Service

• Best MVNO

• Best Use of Cloud Services
by a Telco

• CEM

• Connecting the Unconnected

• Green Technology

• Mobile Pricing Innovation

• Operator OTT Service Launch

• Progress in M2M/Internet 
of Things 

• Best use of wifi 

• Pushing the limits fi xed

• Pushing the limits mobile

• Urban Improvements

• Device Sector

2014 JUDGED AWARDS CATEGORIES

The winners will be revealed at a special evening event on 
Monday the 24th February in Barcelona and in a commemorative 
publication which will be available in March.

For further information about the Telecoms.com Awards 
please contact: Tim Banham, Publisher 
Tel: +44 (20) 701 75218 | Email: tim.banham@informa.com

Recognising innovation and excellence 
in the global communications industry
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